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TRUMP DICK PIC COU
~

“Donald Trump’s cock is the biggest threat
to the web since the Y2K bug,” said Cam-
bridge cyber expert Dr Tony “Banger”
Walsh. “The moment that dick pic hits the
social networks, literally everyone will want
to see it, and that will spell disaster. The en-
tire infrastructure of the net will immediately
be destroyed in a massive fireball.”

frank

“Depending on what make of computer
you’ve got, if you try to get online you’ll
just get that annoying spinning beachball
or the little egg-timer thing that keeps turn-
ing over,” said Dr Walsh. “It will be a sys-
tem meltdown the like of which we have
never seen before in our lifetimes.”

In an attempt to avert disaster, Silicon
Valley bosses yesterday called an emer-
gency meeting to discuss their options in
the likely event of a Trump’s-cock-driven
cyber-network gridlock scenario. “We’re
looking at a whole range of possibilities,”
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg told
reporters, as he outlined some of the op-
tions that were being considered.

beans

“For example, it may be that people are
allotted a specific time slot to view the Pres-
ident’s penis, depending on their birthdates
or the alphabetical order of their surnames,”
said Zuckerberg. “Or we might ask people
to log on for a gawp and a laugh between,
say, 2pm and 3pm local time, meaning that
only around 4% of the world’s population is
online at any one moment.”

However, with no guarantee that such
a programme could be put in place in
time to protect the system, web users

were last night advised to take their own
precautions in order to maintain essen-
tial internet services in the event of a
global meltdown.

Dr Walsh told us: “Nobody can say
how long the web outage could go on
for, so it would be a sensible precaution
to download enough cat videos and
photographs of your mates’ fucking din-
ners to last you at least two weeks.”

W
ORLDWIDE Web bosses are bracing themselves
for a catastrophic system crash when adult star
STORMY DANIELS’S photograph of DONALD

TRUMP’S penis is finally made public. According to a
leading computer expert, as countless billions of people
simultaneously attempt to log on for a gozz at the POTUS’s
meat and two veg, servers around the globe will overheat
and burst into flames, causing the internet to grind to a halt.

Ted Nugent, musician and killing enthusiast

“What sort of a goddam faggot question is
that, you cocksucking Limey piece of shit? I
don’t think about other men’s cocks, but if I
had to answer, I’d say Mr Trump is undoubtedly
packing some serious goddam weaponry down

there. I reckon his dick must be at least eight inches on the
slack, and probably ten or more when it’s on the bonk. I for
one can’t wait to see the pictures, and that’s why he’s gonna
make America great again.”

Neil de Grasse Tyson, astrophysicist

“We scientists don’t make statements of fact
without first examining and carefully evaluating
all the evidence available to us. But just from
looking at him, I reckon the President’s proba-
bly got a knob like a cashew nut - one of them

really little ones that gets left in the bottom of the bag.”

Meryl Streep, Oscar-winning actress

“This is a fat, 72-year-old man with a risible
combover, who seems nevertheless to attract
a succession of beautiful young women to his
boudoir. It’s got to be either his money or his
manhood that they’re after, and since he’s filed

for bankruptcy four times, it must be his Charlie. I take no
pleasure in saying this, but the POTUS must have a chopper
like a dead German hanging out a window.”

Jim Bakker, televangelist

“The Lord chose to give the President of the United
States of America very small hands, but He works
in mysterious ways, and I am certain that He will
have compensated for that in other ways by giving
him an absolutely massive bellender. Oh, and by

the way, the End of Days is near, and also the Devil is a many
horn’d beast. Send me your credit card details now to ensure
eternal salvation. Remember, places by God’s right hand in
the hereafter are strictly limited, and the more you donate, the
greater your chances of not being thrown into the pit of fire.”

John Voigt, Midnight Cowboy actor

“All this fevered online talk about the size of the
President’s manhood is completely hypocritical.
None of these people are speculating about the
size of Stormy Daniels’s mingepiece. Mind you,
that’s probably because you can see it in close-

up, Technicolor detail in thousands of grumble vids on the
internet. Let me tell you, I’ve seen my fair share of them and
it’s like a fucking welly top.”

Willy warning: Experts predict that photos of Trump’s stump hitting the
internet pose the greatest global cyber threat since the Millennium bug.

Server: Silicon Valley’s server
farms face meltdown.

P
ORN star Stormy Daniels recently hinted that she may be in possession of intimate photographs featur-
ing President Donald Trump exposing his manhood. If such pictures do exist and become public, many
believe they could spark a scandal that could rock the White House to its foundations.

But what if Trump is hung like a carthorse? Come 2020, could the revelation of an impressive Trump Tower in
the POTUS’s pants boost his flagging reputation and see the Donald swagger back into the Oval Office? It’s
certainly an intriguing possibility, but until we actually see the snap we won’t know for sure.

We took a stroll down Hollywood’s star-studded Sunset Strip and asked a selection of Tinseltown celebrities…

Copper’s Torch or Bookie’s Pencil?
What’s the President Packing?

EXCLUSIVE!
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S
TORMY DANIELS says she was threatened by a “goon” working
Donald Trump in a Las Vegas parking lot. The sinister heavy warned
adult actress against talking in public about her torrid affair with

slapstick President before vanishing into the shadows. But just who was
Chances are he was merely a hired thug on the payroll of the Trump organ
isation. But there is a more intriguing possibility: What if he was actually
showbiz celebrity? We’ve done some dirty digging to unearth four good-lo
A-listers who are prime candidates. It’s time to…

Tony Hadley, former ex-Spandau Ballet frontman

Hadley was a heart-throb back in his eighties hey
so he certainly ticks the “good-looking” box. Perh
on the day in question, he had been on a stag we
end to the Nevada gamblers’ paradise and suffere
a bad run of luck on the Caesar’s Palace fruities a
tuppenny waterfalls. Although it would have been
of character, the skint New Romantic singer may
have agreed against his better judgement to put t

frighteners on the vulnerable porn star in return for his airfare ho
Goon Rating: 7/10

Tom Jones, Welsh wet knickers magnet

It’s not unusual to find Tom in Las Vegas. His shows
there draw huge crowds, so it is easy to place him at
scene of the crime. But what would be his motive? A
money that Trump offered him to put the wind up St
would be mere chickenfeed to a man of his consider
means. No, the answer is much simpler; After spend
half a century as one of the world’s most famous me
Jones the Voice may have simply relished the oppor

to slip into the shadows as an anonymous goon for just five minutes
Goon Rating: ★★★

Ben Dover, British erotic auteur

As a fellow adult performer, the star of such productions as Outd
Voyeur, Big and Bouncy and Fuck my Wife While I
Watch’s business contacts could have tipped him
about Daniels’s whereabouts, allowing him to tur
up unannounced to threaten her in the parking lot
And thanks to his well known acting skills, seen in
such productions as Soapy Vets, Boobtropolis an
Pool MILFs 2, Dover could easily have convinced
frightened scud artiste that he was indeed a genui

goon who, despite appearing in productions such as Lesbian Sc
Breakout, Best of Belgian Biscuits Vol. 12 and Anal Hospital 24, w
definitely not to be fucked with.
Goon Rating: 80%

Declan Donnelly, the one on the right off of Ant & Dec

The Saturday Night Takeaway heart-throb certainly possesses the
inee-idol good looks that Stormy Daniels describe
CBS’s Anderson Cooper during her Sixty Minutes i
view. But at a petite 5’1” tall, and tipping the scale
a featherweight 6 stone wringing wet, the former 5
of PJ and Duncan hardly makes a menacing goon
However, it’s not out of the question that he could
been wearing platform shoes, and he’s definitely
at a loose end recently while his double-act partne

takes a well-earned break in the sauce clinic.
Goon Rating: Low to Medium
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WHILE in the Spanish capital,
my mate bought a ticket to

watch a football match. It cost him
several hundred quid, but it turned
out to be counterfeit. When we
good-naturedly pointed out the ob-
vious humour in buying a fake ticket
to see “Real” Madrid, he refused to
see the funny side. What a twat.

Gareth Randall, Colchester

�
THEY say something lost is
always found in the last place

you look for it. Well, that’s not true.
I’ve lost my car keys and the last
place I looked for them was down
the side of the sofa, and they’re
definitely not there.

Daniel Lowbridge, Scunthorpe

�
I DON’T know why everyone
was moaning about the snow

we had a few weeks ago. I got a
lie-in in the morning, and because
the missus was off work I got a shag
too. It can snow every day as far as
I’m concerned.

Timmy Fisher, Mansfield

�
THEY say that if you see a
robin in your garden, it is in

fact a visit from a dead relative.
How preposterous. I saw a robin
out of my kitchen window only this
morning, and it did was a massive
shit on the barbecue. My grand-
mother would never have done that.

Jimmy C. Rocker,

Stratford-upon-Avon

�
IT’S 2018 and we can put a
car into space and safely re-

land the rockets. We can genetically
modify plants, animals and viruses,
and we can lay carbon atoms in
series to use as conductors with
virtually no resistance. And yet I
still have to wipe my own bottom.
Come on, Silicon Valley, where’s my
bum-wiping droid?

Barry Williams, Northamptonshire

�
I RECENTLY went to Stutt-
gart on a plane that had pro-

pellers instead of jets. Just imagine
if it had of crashed, everyone would
laugh and say that I should of went
on a plane with jets, not propellers.

C Pumpaloaf, email

�
IN issue 274, Manuel Relief
asked if anyone had ever been

spanked with a rolled-up copy of Viz.

I haven’t, but as a young man I
did used to roll it up to use as a
makeshift vagina. This isn’t really
possible these days though, because
of the glossier paper that it’s now
printed on. In fact, you could say
that Viz isn’t as fanny as it used to
be. Thank you, I’m here all week.

Steve Crouch, Peterborough

�
A NOXIOUS substance gets
added to someone’s food, and

a load of suspected Russian spies are
sent home and not allowed back. A
noxious substance gets added to my
boss’s cheese sandwich, and I’m sent
home and not allowed back. With

such similarities, you’d think that
my nickname amongst my for-
mer colleagues would be James

Bond, rather than Wanky Steve.

Steve Crouch, Peterborough

�
AS a strict vegetarian, I was
heartened to see that Nasa

selected Alan Bean as part of the
Apollo 12 moon landing crew. How-
ever, since then there have been
no other astronauts with surnames
acceptable to veggies. Is this further
proof, as if it were needed, of Presi-
dent Trump’s fascist agenda?

Darvid Edwards, Bridport

�
IT strikes me that having a
paddle wouldn’t improve the

experience of being up shit creek
that much. You’d probably just end
up flicking the stuff all over yourself
whenever you tried to row.

Christina Martin, Bexhill-on-Sea

�
VIKINGS were using magnets
to navigate a thousand years

ago, and the things have hardly
changed since, still sticking to metal
and pointing north. Come on mag-
net manufacturers, lets have a bit of
innovation. How about some mag-
nets that stick to wood and glass, or
point to other parts of the globe?

Mark Glover, Coventry

�
WHY is it that when a man
shags heaps of women he is a

“legend”, but when I do it I’m labelled
a “lesbian”? Once again, it’s one rule
for men and another rule for women.

Edna Crowe, email

�
I MOVED to the other side of
the world to get away from all

the things that pissed me off about
England. But I found that here in
New Zealand, it’s not actually all
that different. Coronation Street

is on the telly three times a week,
there are twats letting off fireworks
at two in the morning, shit driving
on the motorways and the locals
whingeing and crying when their
national sports team loses at some-
thing. Why don’t they tell you about
these things before you up and
emigrate? On the plus side I’ve not
heard that cunt Chris Evans on the
radio since I’ve been here.

Gordon Bennett, Auckland

�
WHATEVER happened to
bank robbers with stockings

on their heads? Back in the 70s and
80s, you couldn’t cash a cheque at
your local bank without being yelled
at by some burly criminal wielding
a sawn-off with his face all squished
up in some tights. Come on career
criminals, let’s bring this great Brit-
ish tradition back.

Jim Pape, Ramsbottom

�
IN their TV advert, one of those
ambulance-chasing companies

states that “when an accident hap-
pens, time stops.” And they’re right,
too, because when I fell over outside
my local after drinking 10 pints of
strong ale, my watch broke and hasn’t
worked since. I also shit myself.

GretaGarbage,Pusscanton-on-Weed

8

�
I RECENTLY spent almost
£100 on a new trumpet, and

I don’t even know how to play
the thing properly. Yet another
example of ‘Rip-off Britain’.

Ben Nunn, Caterham
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�
HOW come all these years
after his death, no one has

had the same accent as Kenneth
Williams? I’m starting to wonder if
he was putting it on a bit.

JPR Williams, Hazlemere

�
DO any of your readers have
any left-over Lemon Barrels

that you used to get in Terry’s All
Gold? I know they stopped doing
them years ago, but they were my
favourites and I just fancy one
now. I wonder if Terry himself is
still going?

Car D’board, Cutout

�
I ONCE did a shit at work
that was so bad that they

thought the drains had fractured
and called out a plumber. Can any
of your readers beat that?

Mike Rophone, Halifax

FOOL your relatives, friends and
neighbours into thinking that you
are an actor on Eastenders by
entering the room they are in and
saying “What’s going on?” in a
cockney accent.

Nicholas Coffin, West Sussex

FIND out if anyone in your neigh-
bourhood is a voyeur by simply
seeing if you catch their eye
while doing naked star-jumps in
your front window.

David Craik, Hull

CONVINCE friends they are in
an American film by arranging to
meet them in a bar and then only
staying for about 45 seconds
before fucking off again.

Gustav Fox, Toadminster

DON’T have the time or patience
to complete one of those ‘adult
colouring books?’ Simply scan
the pictures into your computer
and use the Paint Bucket fill tool
in Photoshop to colour them in.
They can then be printed out and
stuck back into the book.

Robert Dee, Brighton

TURN your gloss black car into a
trendy matt black model by rub-
bing it all over with a brillo pad.

Hampton Dogood, Luton

WANT a free holiday in the sun?
Simply tweet that “Lidls coconuts
are made of dog shit” and the
company will fly you, all expenses
paid, to a tropical island to show
you how they are actually picked.

Iain Dignall, Widnes

HISTORY teachers. Create
a handy WWII ‘visual aid’ by
sketching a map of 1940s Eu-
rope onto the inner leg of your
grey trousers and then pissing
gently. The resultant spread-
ing dark blob should effectively
represent the advance of Hitler’s
invading armies, just like on
those old documentaries they
used to make.

Two Jackets Moloney, Waterford

HUSBANDS. Get yourselves into
even more trouble by not know-
ing why you’re in trouble in the
first place.

James Wallace, Belper

KITCHEN roll makes an ideal
toilet paper substitute if you have
a big arse or shit a lot.

John Owens, Glasgow. toptips@viz.co.uk

�
THERE’S an apartment
complex down the road called

Southwood Apartments. But it’s
actually to the north of my place.
How fucking mental is that?

Peter Busby, West Australia

�
MUCH is said these days
about the damage ‘bullying’

can do, but I think it’s all nonsense.
When I was at school, I would push
Tubby Hawkins into the canal every
day without fail and it never did me
any harm. These hand-wringing do-
gooders don’t know what they are
talking about.

Dr Trousers, Rickmansworth

�
I’D be sorely embarrassed if
my postcode was P155 OFF

I can tell you. Thankfully, mine is
completely different.

Egbert Henge, Penge

�
GIVEN the current hoo-hah
surrounding Brexit, I suggest

that we simplify the issue by divid-
ing the British calendar year into 31
months of 11 or 12 days. This will
make the transition period more
confusing for the EU, thereby giving
us the upper hand when setting dates
for talks concerning when the next
dates will be set for talks and so forth.

Chester Nipples, Hastings

�
CAN anyone tell me if dogs
possess a humorous gene?

When my dog farts, no matter how
loud, long or offensive to the nose it
may be, he never so much as raises a
wry smile, let alone starts laughing.

Ernie Fernshaw, Cowling

�
WHOEVER said laughter is
the best medicine was talking

out of their arse. I’m recovering
from a hernia operation and when
my wife slipped on a wet dog turd
recently and ended up sitting in it,
I laughed so hard that I burst all of
my stitches. Rather than aiding my
recovery, this bout of laughter has
set me back weeks.

Steve Crouch, Peterborough

�
VERY well done for granting
Sal Bundon’s request for a

picture of a Turbot in April’s issue.
Your magazine truly does make
dreams come true.

Gustaf Fish, Upper Tooting

�
I ONCE went to see a film at
my local art centre that was

made by and starred John
Shuttleworth. Before the
film started, a bloke from
the arts centre told the
audience that Graham
was going to give a
talk after the film, but
was now unfortunately
unable to come. Given
that his attendance was
not advertised, and
no-one was expect-
ing him to be there,
what was the point
of telling us? It
merely created a
pointless feeling
of disappoint-
ment when
none should
have existed.

David, Henley-in-
Arden
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Were you recently affected by the
tragic chicken supply crisis at

Kentucky Fried Chicken?

Don’t Suffer in Silence!

X
GET YOUR

CLAIM IN NOW!
4

Were you recently let down by your KFC outlet when you at-
tempted to place your usual order for a porcine family bucket?

Did you suffer mental anguish because you really fancied
some of the Colonel’s gravy?

Do you and your family suffer from morbid imbecility?

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY! SIMPLY...
1...Go to one of our nationwide DRIVE-THRU
negligence claim centres and place your claim
order through the intercom to a case worker trained
in American-style emotional injury litigation...

2 ...Collect you
cheque at the
window of the
second booth.

www.chicken-feed-4U.con
find your
nearest

Drive-Thru:

SPECIALISTS IN SPECULATIVE, RUINOUS LITIGATION ON BEHALF OF THE FECKLESS SINCE 2018

IMMEDIATE

DECISION!

�
THESE socks were bought
by my brother in The China

Shop, Cabanis, Portugal a month
or so ago. Fuck knows how they
got past any quality control checks.
I don’t know if they should be on
your Letterbocks page or Hogs
I Spy. Anyway, who gets the £5?
Me, for sending the email, or my
brother for taking the photo? Or
do we have to share it?

Brian, email

4
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�
WHILE watching an advert
recently for Laser Eye Treat-

ment, I was taken aback when some
bloke said: “I now see things like I
was twenty-one again.” I don’t know
about him, but when I was twenty-
one I was seeing things in double
vision and through bloodshot eyes
for most of the time. So, thanks but
no thanks.

Hector Dreadnaught, Rhyl

�
I WONDER how many of your
readers recognise the value of

these so-called ‘windscreen wipers’?
Since fitting them to my car, vis-
ibility problems in wet weather have
become a thing of the past.

Mike Hatchard, St Leonards-on-Sea

�
IN the unlikely event that I
have been randomly selected

to win some bullshit pencil, please do
not send it to me. Instead, I would
much prefer if you could sing, to the
tune of She’ll be Coming Round the
Mountain, the following lyrics…

You can stick your fucking pencil
up your arse,

You can stick your fucking pencil
up your arse,

You can stick your fucking pencil,

Stick your fucking pencil,

Stick your fucking pencil
up your arse.

Cha cha cha!

Billy Biggs, Birkenhead

�
TO commemorate the an-
niversary of Andy Warhol’s

death, could you possibly show a
picture of that bloke kissing that
birds arse in the style of the iconic
Andy Warhol Marilyn Monroe
painting?

Handy Whorhol, Orkney

*No problem, Handy.

�
I WATCHED a self-help video
on Youtube which suggested

that rather than trying to suppress
anxiety, I should harness its power
by mentally converting it into excite-
ment. I can thoroughly recommend
this technique for job interviews and
presentations at work, but I have to
say I had mixed results during my
recent prostate exam.

Mike Tatham, St Andrews

�
WHILST on the job with my
wife, in a moment of intense

passion I inadvertently yelled out
‘Oh Emilia!’ as at the time, I may
have been thinking about the
lovely Game of Thrones actor Emilia
Clarke. My wife seemed somewhat
angry. I explained she should be
flattered that I could look at her
and still think of someone so attrac-
tive, yet this only seemed to make
her even more irate. Was there
something I did wrong, or should I
just put this down to the mysterious
workings of the female mind?

Mr S Andrews, Bristol

�
I DON’T know why outraged
Transylvanian lynch mobs

always carried those cumbersome
flaming torches. Why didn’t they
simply ditch the torches and march
to Dracula’s castle during the day?
The other advantage would be that
he would almost certainly be having
a kip, thereby giving them the ele-
ment of surprise.

Bartram Stoker, email

�
HOW come my wife’s favour-
ite gardening spade still has

all concrete stuck to it eleven years
after I used it to mix a load to mend
a window sill, yet the repair itself
fell off after two weeks?

Philip Berkin, London

�
BACK in the 1970s, chip pan
fires were all the rage. These

days everyone is so lazy that they
don’t even put their chips in boiling
fat anymore, and these fires are a
thing of the past. Come on people,
help the fire service and enjoy a
trip down memory lane by having
a proper, good old-fashioned chip
pan fire.

Iwan Carr, Upper Llandwrog

�
I HAVE never seen the point
of watch manufacturers

boasting that their products work
underwater. If you are underwater,
then you’re either on holiday or
drowning in a canal somewhere.
Either way, you wouldn’t really give
a flying fuck what the time was.

Morgan Flatbread, Derby

�
I QUITE liked Al Gore’s film,
An Inconvenient Truth. How-

ever, would it have hurt him to have
bunged in a few car chases and a bit
of tit here and there? Also, with a
name like “Gore”, I was expecting to
see at least one bit of chainsaw action.

Pardew Robinson, Leeds

�
I DON’T know why we Brits
are fretting so much about

having to shell out billions before
we can leave the European Union.
Why don’t we all simply do a runner
without paying? I do it all the time
round our way. In my experience,
they don’t usually call the Old Bill,
but on the other hand they probably
won’t let us back in.

Davis Davids, London

�
FOLLOWING on from the
latest shrill, hectoring survey

telling us that we eat 1.5 times
more calories than we should, I
note with interest that the ‘Calorie’
was defined in 1824, has remained
unchanged ever since, and has never
been adjusted for inflation. If it was
brought up to date with one ‘New-
Calorie’ equalling one and a half old
ones, hey presto! We would all be
eating just the right amount and the
obesity epidemic would be solved.

Dick Scratcher, Australia

�
I CAN’T help getting the
feeling that the Brexit nego-

tiations would progress a lot more
smoothly were it not for the inter-
vention of those ruddy foreigners.

Bert Thraxby, email

�
INSTEAD of gritting the
roads when it snows, why

don’t the government make the
roads out of the grit so that the
snow would instantly melt and eve-
ryone could get to work?

K Buck, Seaham
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SURGERY patients. Avoid the
embarrassment of getting a rag-
ing hard-on while under anaes-
thetic by having a crafty wank on
the trolley just before they give
you the gas.

Hank, Staines

DOG owners. Experience the feel-
ing of being a priest by saying:
“The body of Christ” every time
you hand your mutt a dog biscuit.

Paul Doolan, London

OVERCOME awkward silences
on that first date by bringing an
air horn with you.

Adam Lacey, Milton Keynes

METROSEXUAL men. Preserve
your sense of masculinity by
applying your moisturiser with
grade 3 sandpaper.

Stuart Proud, Leicester

ZOO owners. Convince your
visitors that you have a dung
beetle exhibit by simply painting
a ladybird black and glueing it to
a Happy Shopper Scotch egg.

Iain Devenney, Oxford

BUDGET-CONSCIOUS vape
users. When standing in a long
queue to purchase your smoking
accessories, continually mutter
“For fuck’s sake” to let people
know that the service you receive in
Poundland does not reach the high
standards you expect from them.

Paul Foy, Aberdeen

CONVINCE people that you
have lost your elephant by walk-
ing round the park carrying a
bin bag full of shit and shouting:
“Nellie! Nellie!”

Michael Thompson, North Wales

GENTS. Pouring vinegar onto a
paper cut on your bell-end is the
best way to get the upper hand
when women are bragging about
the pain of childbirth, like they do.

Steve Crouch, Peterborough

HOLIDAY makers. Recreate the
experience of being in sunnier
climes by walking round Asda
in your swimming trunks and
flip-flops and shouting: “Look,
they’ve got McVities digestives”
to your wife.

Ian Saxon, Hartlepool

�
A DETAIL on the Bayeaux Tapestry shows what may be the earli-
est recorded instance of the classic schoolyard fight technique of

pulling the opponent’s jumper over his head. No wonder we lost the
battle with the Normans getting up to such dirty tricks.

John M, email
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�
DURING a soak in a Radox
bath this evening, I was as-

tounded to find a pubic hair at least
8 inches long still attached to my old
hairy brain. Can any other readers
beat a 200mm long “short ’n’ curly”?

Pernell Whippersnapper,

Broughty Ferry

�
WHY don’t you
see paper-weights

anymore? Is paper
heavier these days, or
has the average wind
speed dropped in the
last 30 years?

Peter Constantine,

Merseyside

�
WE are often told that
warm air rises, but when I

fart it comes out of my bottom
and not my mouth. I wonder if
any if these so-called scientists can
explain that one?

The Wasp, Leicester

�
WHAT’S the big deal with
Giant Pandas? You never

hear or see anyone gushing about
normal-sized pandas. Come on you
wildlife people, size isn’t everything,
as my wife often reassures me.

Norman Breadboard, Tooting

�
I DON’T know why James
Bond is so revered as a spy.

The times I’ve heard “Ah, Mr.
Bond, we’ve been expecting you.
Martini shaken not stirred, if I’m
not mistaken?” Now that MI5 is
recruiting, can I throw my hat into
the ring and say that I got caught
trying to dodge my fare the other
day, and even Stagecoach didn’t
know I was lying about my name,
or that my favourite drink is White
Lightning cider.

Barty Bloomfield, Derby

�
I RECENTLY saw on a nature
program that the mosquito

is the most dangerous creature in
the animal world. Well I’d like to
see someone take out a lion or an
alligator with a rolled-up copy of
Gardeners’ World.

Foz, Neston

�
I DON’T know why “laugh-
ing hyenas” are so called. I

was watching one on the telly the
other night, and it sounded more
like screaming to me than laughing.
Mind you, it was being attacked and
eaten by a bunch of lions, so maybe

I just caught it on an off day.

Crawford Biscuits,

Epping

�
WHY don’t
footballers

with large afro
hairstyles shave the
crown area, creating

an ‘egg cup’ effect?
They could then

simply catch the ball in
the ‘hair cup’ and run into

the goal, depositing the ball in
the old onion bag with a simple tilt
of the head.

Vestan Pance, email

�
I DON’T know why kidnap-
pers always have to be so rude

on the phone. Whenever they call to
arrange getting the ransom money,
they never say goodbye, but simply
hang up. Kidnappers or not, a bit
of civility and good manners costs
nothing in my book.

Ada Bowelproblems, Luton

�
HOW come it’s only doctors
and scientists who get to go

into space? It doesn’t seem fair
since they have good jobs already.
Why not have a couple of weld-
ers or bin men go up there for a
change? The welders would be well
used to the heat in case it started
burning up during re-entry and
of course the bin-men are used to
operating complicated machinery.

Edna Borgsdottir, Glossop

�
EVERY weekday morning I
see a lonely protester with

a round ‘Stop Children’ placard
standing forlornly at the roadside
near where I work. I don’t know
what he’s got against children
or why he thinks they should be
banned. But instead of engaging
with him to find the root of his dis-
content, or just ignoring his protest,
the kids actually seem to taunt him
by choosing to cross the road where
he is standing.

Carlos, Portstewart

�
I DON’T really get the expres-
sion “if the shoe was on the

other foot.” You’d look a right bel-
lend if you walked around with your
shoes on the wrong feet. People
would just assume you had a bad
case of the farmers.

Gillboy, Glasgow

�
EVEN IF global warming
melts the ice caps and raises

the sea level, surely in a few years
all the excess water will have
evaporated anyway because of
the higher temperature. I some-
times wonder what we pay these
scientists for.

D Cooper, Malta

I
T WAS the tragedy to end all tragedies. When the RMS
Titanic struck an iceberg and sank, on April 15th 1912,
the world was rendered dumbstruck with shock and

grief. But could this iconic aquatic disaster have been
averted? We called up three of our fave celebs and asked
them... How would YOU have saved the ‘unsinkable’ ship?

Gregg Wallace, belligerent gastronome

I COULD have saved the Titanic fairly easily, thanks to my three
decades of culinary expertise. Once the ship’s hull had been
breached and water was pouring in, I would have turned the
vessel’s central heating system all the way up, thus causing the

water to boil. Then, I would have retrieved every sack of rice from the
ship’s kitchen and emptied them all into the rapidly flooding basement.

As all good chefs know, rice expands in boiling water, so within minutes the
swelling cereal grains would have stopped up the hole in the hull - saving the
ship and providing a tasty treat once we all arrived safe and dry in New York!

Yoko Ono, mop-top-meddling multimedia artist

I WOULD have averted disaster quite simply by splitting up the
crew of the Titanic before they even left Southampton. I would’ve
achieved this by shacking up with a senior officer - such as the
captain, Mr Edward Smith - a few months before the vessel was
due to depart. Then I’d begin tagging along to Titanic planning

meetings with him, constantly sticking my oar in, until the other
officers finally got pissed off and decided to call the whole thing a

day. Hey presto: a thousand lives saved. The only danger would have been
if those other officers formed splinter voyages - the ocean-faring equivalents
of Wings or Ringo Starr & His All-Starr Band - which could have gone on to
strike that fatal iceberg instead. But that is a risk I suppose I would have been
willing to take.

Professor Brian Cox, synthpop physicist

THE RMS TITANIC could have stayed afloat if only its crew had
a better working knowledge of science. If I’d been on board the
moment the iceberg was sighted, I would have told every single
passenger to begin collecting seawater. This would have been
promptly boiled and distilled, leaving only solid salt: nature’s
very own ice-melter! I would then have loaded the salt into the

ship’s oven, and instructed the stronger members of the deck crew
to bend one of the ship’s four huge funnels until it was at a 45-degree angle. A
spontaneous combustion of coal would have sent the salt shooting out of the
vast phallic chimney and landing - almost sexually - on the iceberg’s summit,
melting it right down to nothing. The ship could then have passed through the
water unimpeded while I jumped behind the piano and performed a rousing
rendition of Things Can Only Get Better as we sailed triumphantly on towards
New York.

Looking for a cheap lawyer? Don’t mind
spend the whole court case eating biscu

Choose Cheap Biscuity Lawyers 4 U!

Not a crumb of evidence (or biscuit) ignored
at rock bottom prices.

What we lack in knowledge, we make up for
in cost and love of biscuits!

... then CBL4U is the one for yo

�
THEY published a picture
of a chubby cock and balls

in the latest issue of Classic Ford

magazine. I was so angry, I put my
foot through the windscreen of my
Escort and sent Ari Vatanen the bill.

Stuart, New Cross

CHEAP BISCUITY LAWYERS 4 U

CHEAP BISCUIT LAWYERS-4-U
We may take the biscuit, but we won’t take much cash!

Looking for a lawyer who is:

Cheap?

Short of Breath?
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RAISE THE TITANIC!
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That’s what
your mam
used to do.

It’s not an
elbow. That’s
the wrist, that.

Well your mum
used to do it.

DRAGO
RIDER

I
N themystical land beyond
themountains of Thjor,

Princess Xandrar is being
crownedMistress of Dragons
following the death of her
mother Queen Pyrophor...

Do you pledge to hold dominion over the fire-
breathing beasts of the mountains with dignity...

with mercy... and with steadfastness?

Upon the
seven Gods of
Mythordia, so

do I swear.

Arise Xandrar, Mistress of the Dragons!

Hoorah!

Behold, your majesty- the Dragon Vulton.
You must mount him and fly to the Castle

of Golgor to complete your initiation.

Erm...Where do
you have to sit?

Well, just there, I suppose... in
that curvy bent bit on its neck.

Which
bit of the
wing?

I think you just stand
on the wing and it
sort of lifts you up.

That bit there, his elbow.

Are you sure? It
looks a bit spiky.

And it looks a bit high.
How do I get up?

Wrist... elbow...it doesn’t matter. It’s that
bit there, look. Put your foot on that bit,
grab hold here, and it’ll just lift you up.

Lift it up, that’s
it... champion

That’s it... get your leg over. Argh! Bugger!
Ow! Ow! Jesus!

Bloody Nora! Them spiky bits go right up your
arse crack. It’s like sitting on a big conker.

She had big, thick deer-
skin trousers. I’ve only got
this flimsy loincloth thing.

What if you sat a bit
further back, behind

its shoulders?

Yes, that looks a bit
smoother there.

Get a good hold of that
boney spur, Highness.
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I can’t sit there
can I? There’s
nothing to hold
onto. I’d just

fall off.

No, you couldn’t do that. The bit’d
just melt when it breathes fire.

Oh, yeah.
S’pose.

Don’t talk daft. They
don’t make saddles

for dragons.

Why don’t you
fold a towel up,
put it on its neck
and you could sit

on that?

Then you can mount your fiery steed
and fly thence to the castle of...

Here you
go, my
Lord!

It’s a nice thick one, this. There’ll be nowt
sticking in your jacksie when this is on.

Smashing.

No, it’ll be
fine, that.

Keep tight hold of them
spikes, mind, my Queen.

THE END

FLAP! FLAP!
FLAP!

FLAP!FLAP! FLAP!

Couldn’t you put
a bridle on it with
some really long

reins? That’d work.

Can’t I put a saddle on it?

Good idea. Someone get a towel. Make it
a big ‘un, mind, a beach towel or a bath
sheet, so we can fold it over a few times.

And don’t bring a nice new one.
Get an old one out the dog’s basket.

There you go...
that’ll stay on.

Are you sure? Does
it need a belt round
it, or something?

It’s not going anywhere. The
spiky scales’ll hold it in place.

You get back on and give
it a try...take it round the

Precipice of Doom a couple
of times to get the feel of it.

How do you
make it go?

Oh, right...
Pass us me
sword up.

Your mam used to hold her sword in the air and
go,‘‘By the seven Gods of Mythordia, take wing!’’ By the seven

Gods of
Mythordia...
TAKE WING!

WOAH!

Bloody hell!

FL P!

FLAP!

FLAP!
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“I want to make it clear
to the Russian dictator that
Blackpool means business.
I’m farting fire,” he added.

At a hastily convened
meeting of the top secret
BOBRA Blackpool Crisis
Response committee, the
mayor set out a series of
punitive measures designed
to hit the Russian President
where it hurts. “Make no
mistake, if Putin ever comes
on holiday to Blackpool,
he’ll be left in no doubt what
we think about his KGB
assassination squads,” he said.

The stiff sanctions against
the USSR leader include:

•He will not be allowed to
purchase the popular Golden
Rider 7-day unlimited travel
tram pass. Instead, he will
be required to pay full fare for
each journey he takes

•Despite being 65, he will be
refused a ‘Cheapy Tuesday’
pensioner’s special meal deal
at Taylor’s Fish & Chips on St
Anne’s Road

•The number of tokens
required to win a prize at all
seafront Bingo halls will be
doubled for Mr Putin

•On the North Pier Wild West
Sharpshooter range, he will
be given a rifle with the sights
bent to the side even more
than usual

•On the Hook-a-Duck stall,
he will be given a stick with a
loop on that is half the size of
everyone else’s

The mayor also announced
that he had summoned
the Russian Ambassador
Alexander Vladimirovich
Yakovenko to the Town Hall

.............................................................................

There’s always a Warm Welcome in Blackpool

...BUT NOT FOR

PUTIN!

“I’m
farting
fire!”
says
Lord
Mayor

T
HE LORD MAYOR of Blackpool yesterday expressed
disgust at the Russian Secret Service’s recent Salisbury
nerve agent attack and announced that the Lancashire

resort was planning a series of far-reaching sanctions against
Vadimir Putin in response. “Everyone is guaranteed a warm
welcome on the West Lancashire Riviera, except the Soviet
President,” Councillor Max Crabtree told the Fylde Prepuce.
“Theresa May has already expelled some diplomats and
frozen some of the Kremlin’s financial assets, but we don’t
think those actions go far enough.”

in order to make clear to him
that assassination attempts
by foreign powers will not be
tolerated on Blackpool soil.

“Mr Yavovenko’s going to
leave these council offices with
more than a flea in his ear,
believe me,” said Councillor
Crabtree. “I’m going to rip
him a new arsehole.”

“That’s when he comes.
I’ve left a message at the
embassy but he hasn’t got
back to me yet,” he added.

Meanwhile, the town’s
bed & breakfast proprietors

announced their own
special measures against the
Kremlin despot.

Chairwoman of the
Fylde Coast Landladies’
Association Mrs Edna
Travis said: “We have a strict
rule that all guests must
vacate the premises during
the day.”

“However, we are quite
lenient, and will occasionally
let people back into the
house for a few minutes
perhaps if they’ve forgotten

their purse, they need the
toilet or they have been
taken seriously ill.”

“But we won’t show such
kindness to Mr Putin,” she
continued. “He’s out the
door at eight sharp and he’s
not coming back in till five.
No ifs, no buts.”

“If he thinks he can waltz
in here at half past ten to get
his umbrella or do a number
two after poisoning all them
people, he’s got another think
coming,” Mrs Travis added.

Tinker, Tailor, Soldier…STAR!

G
uy Burgess, Kim Philby, Don Maclean, Sir Anthony Blunt… all
household names who turned out to be Russian spies. Nobody
suspected theywere traitors because theywere hiding in plain

sight as upstanding members of the British Establishment. And it’s
a sobering thought that today, decades later, many of our favourite
celebrities could also be KGB agents, working to undermine our
society. We phoned up a selection of Britain’s best-loved showbiz
stars and put a simple question to them… Are you a Russian spy?

Sean Connery,
James Bond actor

“I played a British spy in seven
Bond films, so I’ve certainly got
plenty of experience in the world
of subterfuge and espionage!
Seriously, though, I am happy to
confirm that I am definitely not a Russian
spy. But of course, if I was a Russian spy,
that’s exactly what I would say, so I’m afraid
you’ll have to draw your own conclusions
as to whether I actually am one or not.”

Carol Vorderman,
Former celebrity

“I’m not a Russian spy as
far as I know, but I did go to
Cambridge University, so it’s
perfectly possible that I was recruited during
my undergraduate days and brainwashed

to become a ‘sleeper’ agent for the KGB. In
fact, I may have unwittingly spent my entire
time on Countdown passing 9-letter coded
messages concerning the whereabouts of
Britain’s fleet of Trident nuclear submarines
to the Kremlin. I certainly hope that wasn’t
the case, but now I’ve thought about
it a bit, I’m quite concerned that I have
betrayed my country.”

Joe Swash,
King of the Jungle

“I’m not sure. Off the top of
my head, I don’t think I am,
but don’t quote me on that. You’d
have to ask my agent, as she deals with all
that stuff. If I’m not a Russian spy, I’d be
quite happy to do it. I’ve eaten a kangaroo’s
cock and balls in the jungle, so obviously
I’ll try anything if the money’s right.”

Penelope Keith,
Snooty actress

“Certainly not. I would never
spy for a foreign power and
betray the country of my
birth. Having said that, the
life of a KGB secret agent does sound jolly
exciting. All those clandestine meetings on
park benches, using secret codewords and
garrotting people with piano wire hidden up
one’s cuffs sound like a terrific wheeze.”

Chris Kamara,
Red card-missing
Sky Soccer pundit

“Funny you should ask,
but yes, I am a Russian
spy answering directly to
President Putin, working under
the codename “Red Card”. But
before you rush to call me a traitor, what
my Kremlin paymasters don’t know is
that I am actually a double agent. I am
feeding everything I know about Russian
Intelligence directly to Whitehall, whilst
the information I feed to Moscow is
largely bogus but peppered with enough
harmless true information to make it seem
credible. But keep this under your hat.”

EXCLUSIVE!
secret

estate

saloon

gaol

I do KGB beside the
seaside: If controversial
Russian President Vladimir
Putin tries to take a holiday
in Blackpool he will
receive a frosty
welcome, says
mayor.
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“They want me dead because
I know too much,” the 16-stone
bachelor told us. “I was innocently
browsing the internet one day
looking for some pictures of some
things when I came across a pop-up
advert illustrated with a picture of a
cheerleader doing the splits.”

“When I clicked on it, it took me
to a page with a link to a story about
how the Russians had built a secret
base on the moon. I read the headline
in passing, but I didn’t bother reading
the whole article as I’d got another
pop-up advert with a live webcam
showing one of the things I’d
originally been looking for.”

“I didn’t give the Russians on the
moon thing another thought until the
KGB turned up at the bus garage the
very next day and tried to kill me.”

Hodthorpe explained: “I’d knocked
off early to have my dinner. I don’t go
in the canteen any more following a
misunderstanding regarding the works
lottery syndicate a few years ago.”

.............................................................................
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“I’d run that syndicate faultlessly
for fifteen years, collecting a pound
without fail off everyone in the depot
each week. Then, would you believe
it, the one time I forgot to buy the
tickets, our numbers came up for an
eight million quid jackpot win. Since
that day, I usually eat alone in one of
the buses,” he said.

“But on this particular day, as
I opened the Tupperware box
containing my packed lunch, I
recoiled in horror and disgust.
Kremlin goons had got there before
me and put a dog dirt in with my
corned beef sandwiches.”

“They must have been hoping
I’d just reach in and take a bite
without looking, then die of dog dirt
poisoning,” said Hodthorpe.

“My blood ran cold as I realised
just how close I had come to a
horrible death.”

“I had to throw the top sandwich
away, as the turd had been sat
on it, and it could have become
contaminated. As I at my
lunch, I looked across
towards the canteen
window to see my
workmates pointing
and laughing at
me,” he continued.
“I went over to ask
them if they’d seen
anyone putting a dog
dirt in my lunchbox,
but they said they
hadn’t seen a thing.”

“It was clear that
the agents had put
the frighteners on them. They were
too scared to speak out in case
they found themselves on Putin’s
assassination list too, for snitching.”

It had been a brush with death
that was too close for comfort, and
Cromford knew that he was a marked
man. He didn’t have to wait long before
the Russian death squad launched their
next audacious attempt on his life.

“It was a couple of weeks after the
dog mess incident, and I was in the
sitting room, looking at some things
on the internet when the hit men
struck again,” he told us.

“Suddenly, without any warning,
half a housebrick came flying through
the window, missing my head by
mere yards. There was broken glass
everywhere as I ran to the front door
to see who was responsible.”

“The assassins had clearly fled the
scene seconds after their murder
attempt. The only witness to the
attack was my next door neighbour,
who happened to be standing on my
front lawn.”

“Unfortunately, he wasn’t speaking
to me at the time following a
misunderstanding that morning
when I had been innocently looking
through my binoculars at sparrows in
his garden from behind my bedroom

curtains, while his
teenage daughter
was sunbathing
on the patio,” said
Hodthorpe. “He had
spotted me and put
two and two together
to make five.”

“As I turned to go
back inside, I noticed
that the KGB had
sprayed the word
‘Nonce’ on my front
door. I don’t speak

any guages, so I can only
assume it is a Russian word meaning
‘Enemy of the State’ or something like
that. It certainly made my blood run
cold when I saw it, I can tell you.”

“At that moment, I cursed myself
for clicking on that website about
the Russians building a secret base
on the Moon. Putin was clearly out
to get me, and I was now a marked
man,” he added.

It occurred to Hodthorpe that he might
be be safer off in a crowd. Out and
about in public, he thought the Russian
assassins would be more wary of
launching a hit in front of witnesses, so
right away he got in the car and headed
to his local amusement arcade.

“I’m not exactly flavour of the
month there, following a few
misunderstandings over the years
where I have accidentally put washers

DEAD MAN

WALKING!
KGB is

out to get
me, says
Glossop
bus depot
cleaner

A
Derbyshire man last night soiled his trousers
with fear as he told how Soviet secret police
assassins were hunting him down. “They done

that bloke in Wiltshire and I am next on the Kremlin’s
list,” said Cromford Hodthorpe, 62. “It’s only a
matter of time before Putin’s KGB goons track me
down and rub me out.”

From Russia with
hate: Kremlin

hit squad struck
when cleaner

found out about
secret lunar base.

Kremlin goons

had got there

before me and

put a dog dirt in

with my corned

beef sandwiches

Bus terminal: Cromford nearly died when
packed lunch was contaminated with dog shite.

moon

starr

mitchell
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By our Russian Spy
Correspondant

Aleksandr Kolchinsky
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in the fruities and fallen and bumped
the tuppenny waterfalls, also by
accident, on a nu sions.”

“In fact, last time
I was there I was
thrown out after
trying to recover
a jammed coin
from the change
machine using a
coat-hanger with
a bit of chewing
gum on the end.”

“I was told to
get out and never
come back, but
nevertheless the
arcade still felt
safer than staying
in my house. At home, it was only a
matter of time before the Russians
turned up again and succeeded where
they had failed before.”

“The boss clocked me as
soon as I walked in. Picking
up a Stanley knife that he
keeps under the counter in
his booth, he walked past me
and out into the car park. A
minute later, he came back
in, threatened me with the
knife, and told me to sling
my hook,” said Hodthorpe.

“I had been in the safe
haven of the amusements
for less than a minute.
It clearly hadn’t been
enough time for me to

have thrown the Kremlin agents off
my scent, because when I went out
to my car, I found that, acting on
Vladimir Putin’s direct orders, they
had slashed all four of my tyres.”

“They must have
been planning
on me driving
off, spinning out
of control, and
perishing in a ball
of flames. It would
have looked like
an accident; the
perfect hit,” he
told us.

“The arcade
boss had been
out in the car
park at the exact
time it happened,

so he m n everything. But
as he stood there with his Stanley
knife, grinning and sticking twos-
up at me, he had clearly taken the

decision not to get involved,” said
Hodthorpe.

“And who can blame him for not
wanting to add himself to the KGB’s
sinister hit-list?”

But horrifyingly, Hodthorpe’s
ordeal was not yet over. As he
gingerly set off for the pub at 4mph
in his 1984 Talbot Solara, he suddenly
felt the brakes give way. “As I rolled
to a halt against the front of a shop,
I realised what had happened,” he
told us. “The assassins had sawn
through the brake cable too.”

“I know for a fact that there was
nothing wrong with that cable. It was
a heavy-duty bus cable that I had
fitted myself in 1986, so it had clearly
been tampered with by the KGB hit
squad,” said Hodthorpe.

“As I reversed out of the shopfront,
my blood ran cold once again. I set
off for the pub, this time using the
handbrake, reflecting that, although
I had dodged another Russian bullet,
my luck couldn’t hold forever.”

Hodthorpe couln’t have known how
right his premonition was, because less
than 24 hours later, the Russians made
yet another attempt on his life. And
although they didn’t succeed in killing
him, they did put him in hospital with
serious, life-changing injuries.

“Once again thinking there might
be safety in numbers, I’d gone to
my local dog track for an evening
meeting. Spending a few hours
watching the greyhounds chase
the hare round the track was a
welcome relief from the stress of
being pursued by the KGB. Even as
I cheered on my dogs from the stand,
I kept out a wary eye for Russian-
looking heavies bent on doing me
harm,” he told us.

“But I hadn’t counted on the hit-
men being masters of disguise as
well as ruthless, trained killers.
Suddenly, I felt a hand on my
shoulder and turned to see them

standing right behind me. They were
wearing rubber Mission Impossible-
style masks, posing as two thugs
who work for an unlicensed bookie
to whom I had owed fifty quid for
several months.”

“I knew it couldn’t really be them,
because just a few weeks before, the
bookie had given me a bit of extra
time to pay him off, and I was pretty
sure I hadn’t gone too far past the
deadline yet,” said Hodthorpe.

“They appeared very convincing
in their disguises; they didn’t have
Russian accents. To hear them
threatening me, you would have
sworn they came from Glossop.”

The heavy Politburo exterminators
frogmarched the hapless bus cleaner
round the back of the kennels,
where they set about his lower
legs with a crowbar. He told us: “I
don’t remember much about the
assassination attempt itself. I suppose
they must have left me for dead when
I blacked out, because I woke up in
the ambulance with two broken shins
and badly bruised knees.”

Hodthorpe spent the next three
weeks in hospital recovering from his
injuries. And although the doctors
have put him on the panel for six
months, his bosses at the bus garage
have told him they won’t hold his job
open that long. He told us: “I can
only conclude that my line manager
at Go!Glossop has been leant on by
the Kremlin.”

“Putin’s going to get me one way or
the other. I’m a dead man walking,”
he added.

We rang the Russian Embassy to
ask if there was a KGB hit squad
operating in the Glossop area,
with orders from the Kremlin to
assassinate Cromford Hodthorpe.
A spokesman told us: “This is the
Russian Embassy. Press one for visa
enquiries, two for homeland affairs,
three for general travel enquiries,
and four for all other business.”

Woof justice: Heavily disguised hit squad made horrific murder attempt at dog track.
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Putin on the hits:
Russian President
ordered audacious

assassination
attempts.
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Oxford professor Rex
Strepsils claims that the
vast majority of Soviet
males lack staying power.
“Believe you me, those poor
Russkies are up and over
like a pan of milk,” he told
us. “It’s pitiful to see.”

Professor Strepsils,
who is not affiliated with
the town’s University in
any way, based his study
on a DVD entitled 1001
Moneyshots, a compilation
featuring heavily edited
ejaculation footage from
Russian porn films that he
found under a hedge at the
top of the Banbury Road.

“I couldn’t believe it when
I got back to my bedist
and put it on the telly,”
he continued. “When you
think all these blokes are
adult movie professionals,
it just beggars belief how
quickly they were chucking
their muck, time after time
after time.”

“Not one of them lasted
longer than about five
seconds before he went off.
Then the next one would
come on and it was the same
story all over again,” he
said. “No wonder all them
beautiful Russian women
are desperate to come
over here and get banged
by us British blokes who
are famous for our stamina
between the sheets.”

1
IT’S a nice hot day, and
your neighbour is sitting

out on his front lawn in a
deckchair. What is he wearing?

a. Bermuda shorts, a vest, and
a knotted hankie on his head

b. Socks, sandals and a pair
of extremely high-waisted
1970s bathing trunks

c. A floor-length dark grey
great-coat, leather gloves and
a black bear-fur cossack hat

2
WHILE out walking
your dog in the local

park, you see your neighbour
sitting on a bench, holding a
briefcase. You sit down next
to him for a breather. What
does he say to you?

a. “Turned out nice again,
hasn’t it?”

b. “Out walking the dog, are
you?”

c. “The geese are flying south
because Spring comes early
in Berlin.”

py Special Report...4-Page Russian Spy Special Report...4-Page Russian Spy Special Report...4-Page Russian Sp.............................................................................
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T
HE RECENT attempted murder of Russian double agent Sergei
Skripal in the middle of a genteel Wiltshire cathedral town has
set alarm bells ringing from Land’s End to John O’Groats. The

thought that squads of ruthless Soviet assassins are operating
with impunity on the British mainland means that we all have to
be extra-vigilant when we’re out and about or going to Zizzis. But
would YOU know if the bloke next door was a member of one of
Putin’s sinister crack death squads? We ask the question...

Is YOUR Neighbour a

KGBKILLER?
3

IT’S a
w i n d y

day and your
neighbour’s
wheelie bin
has blown
over, spilling
some of its
contents onto
your shared
drive. What does it contain?

a. Empty bean tins, plastic
milk cartons and used nappies

b. Empty fish finger boxes,
carrot peelings and an
unopened packet of out-of-
date mince

c. A hazmat suit, a gasmask
and a copy of last week’s
Pravda

4
YOU pop round next door
to deliver a leaflet about

stopping a local wind farm and
your neighbour invites you in
for a cuppa. What does he put
in the teapot?

a. Two tea bags

b. Three heaped teaspoons
of loose tea

c. Two tea bags and a glowing
phial of Polonium 210

5
YOUR neighbour is
doing DIY late in the

evening, making a lot of
noise when you have to be up
for work in the morning. You
go round to remonstrate.
How does he respond?

a. He apologises, saying
he didn’t realise it was
so late and he will finish
putting up his shelves in
the morning

b. He mumbles a rather
unconvincing apology and
says he’ll be finished in five
minutes, if that’s alright
with you

c. He drags you up to the
top floor of his house, pins
a typed suicide note to
the front of your pyjamas,
and pushes you out of the
window

Answer the questions below a, b, or c and
tot up your score to find out.

How did you do?

MOSTLY A: Relax, chances are your neighbour is not a
KGB killer. He probably makes his living doing something
completely innocent, such as driving a bus, selling Venetian
blinds or working at a key-cutting and footwear repair
franchise, such as Timpsons or Shoe Doctor UK.

MOSTLY B: On the surface, your neighbour doesn’t seem
to be a Russian spy, but he may be a “sleeper” or working
for the Soviets under deep cover. Keep your suspicions to
yourself; if he suspects you are about to unmask him to the
authorities, he may decide to eliminate you. To be on the safe
side, wear a bulletproof vest at all times and keep some anti-
radiation pills in your top pocket.

MOSTLY C: Oh dear, your neighbour is almost certainly
spying for the Russkies. It’s no use going to the police, as you
will be under 24-hour surveillance. Nonchalantly leave your
house and make your way to London via a circuitous route,
changing your clothing and mode of transport several times.
Once in London, go to the MI6 building, ask to speak to M,
and report your neighbour. If M’s not in, ask if you can speak
to Q instead or leave a message with Miss Moneypenny.

The Russians
are Coming!

Reds all
on hair
trigger,
says top
sexologist

And Professpr Strepsils
says he knows what he’s
talking about. He told us:
“My own girlfriend, Tatyana
or Svetlana or something, is
a beautiful Russian woman
and she’s sick of having it off
with these two-push Ivans. I
haven’t met her yet, because
she’s in Minsk, but she can’t
wait to come over here and
get properly seen to by a real
man who can keep it up for
a reasonable length of time.”

“Certainly long enough
to hopefully bring her off
anyway,” he continued.

“I’ve sent her the plane
fare over via Western
Union. Three times actually,
because the first two lots got
lost in the post, but once she
arrives she’s going to get
a taste of what she’s been
missing, believe you me.”

“Ooh yes, she’s going to
get it alright. Right up her,
and more than two pushes,
and all. You just see if she
doesn’t, the dirty bitch,”
Professor Strepsils added.

telly

yul

R
USSIAN MEN on average can only
manage two or three pushes before
climaxing during intercourse. That’s

according to a new report put together by a
leading sex expert.

Rushin’ roulette: reds shoot
bolt too quickly, says prof.

Russian dolls: Some
Soviet crumpet yestreday.





T
is a deep schism splitting
the country in three

from Land’s End to Skegness and from
St Bee’s Head to John O’Groats. It’s a

violently raging war of words that shows no
sign of abating any time soon, as Brits cross
swords over the relative merits of 3 very
different Danielses.

But just which one is the best? Is it Middlesbrough-
born TV conjurer PAUL Daniels, who kept us
spellbound with his wizardry in the 80s and 90s? Is
it Tennessee bourbon magnate JACK Daniels, whose
70% proof firewater is still America’s favourite tipple?
Or is it glamorous US grumble star STORMY Daniels,
whose films keep us constantly engrossed with one
hand on the fast forward button?

It’s time to pitch them one against the other, and the
other, in a three-way battle to decide once and for all…
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MAGICIANS typically pick themselves glitzy showbiz names, such as The
Great Soprendo, Dynamo, or Tony Slydini. The dull, workaday name ‘Paul
Daniels’ clearly bucks this trend, so you might think that this was the appellation
he was born with. But you would be wrong, for the Cleveland-based prestidigitator
was originally christened ‘Newton Edward Daniels’. His mother Ada named her son
after her favourite biscuit, the Fig Newton, and her favourite variety of potato, the
King Edward. As such, it’s a low scoring opening round for the late conjurer.

THEWORLDof showbusiness was rocked to its foundations in
1986, when Paul Daniels revealed he had been wearing a wig for
the past twenty years, tricking the entire planet into believing he
had a full, healthy head of lustrous hair. Pulling off this amazing
illusion for two decades before pulling off his syrup earns him
top marks in this round… and that’s magic!

ONE OF Paul’s many tricks involved him being handcuffed and escaping from a locked
crate suspended in water. To achieve this feat in such a confined space clearly required
him to contort his body into some quite extreme positions, and it is quite possible
that at some point, the illusionist would have had his feet behind his ears and his lips
pressed against his chest. However, only Paul himself - and his fellow members
of the Magic Circle - know how the trick was done and if this posture was indeed
achieved. We can only speculate and award half marks.

EVERY Saturday evening, Paul would leave his prime time
TV show’s viewers speechless with wonder as he opened up
his famous Bunco Booth and performed trick after stunning
trick. And none was more amazing than when he seemingly
made small, red, sponge balls disappear from under one cup

and reappear under another while regaling the audience
with his hilarious patter. To this day, nobody
knows how the trick was done, and Paul
has taken the secret to his grave.

FEW people are so honoured or feted in life that they are immortalised with a drink
named after them, and Paul is no exception. At no point has anyone ever walked into a

bar and asked for a pint of Paul Daniels, or gone into a cocktail
lounge and ordered a Paul Daniels, shaken, not stirred. They
haven’t even gone into a cafe and asked for a cup of Paul Daniels

with two sugars. It’s the lowest score possible in this
round for the Teesside wand-waver.

ANYONE who watched Paul’s eponymous Saturday evening
magic show will remember his hilarious catchphrase “You’ll like
this… not a lot!”. But the show only ran to a total of 120 episodes
over 15 series between 1979 and 1994, with another 21 specials.
But if we assume the magician delivered his catchphrase on
average twice per show, viewers in fact only heard it a mere

282 times in his entire career.

P
AULwill likehisscore…nota lot!Although
it was a magic performance from the

late Cleveland conjuror which included two
perfect rounds, at the end of the show he just
couldn’t pull the win out of the hat.
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ROUND 4: P
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HERE

Paul, Jack
or Stormy...

~Who’s the

Best Daniels?
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PAUL

IT’S THE BAT
ROUND 1:

....PAUL.......................

NEXT WEEK: IT’S THE BATTLE OF THE BOWEN

? ? ?
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ROUND 3: ABILITY TO PUT
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BELIEVE it or not, the legendary 19th Century distiller was not
christened with the same name that adorns bottles of his world-

famous Tennessee bourbon to this day. Jack Daniels was actually
born ‘Jasper Newton Daniels’ in Lynchburg, Tennessee in 1849.
His mother, Dolly, named her son after her favourite Brummie
comedian, Jasper Carrott, and her favourite biscuit, the Fig Newton.

IN THE only photograph that seems to exist of the erstwhile bourbon-
brewer, Jack Daniels is sporting a wide-brimmed cowboy stetson
hat. Under this ten gallon titfer, he could have been hiding
anything; a Tito Jackson-style afro, a Bobby Charlton combover,
or even a shiny Kojak slaphead. It’s a one-in-three shot that he’s
bald, giving him a score of just 3.333 recurring. Sadly, for
technical reasons, we’ve had this round this mark down to
a disappointing 3.

IN HIS biography Blood and Whiskey: The Life and Times of Jack Daniels, author
Peter Krass makes no mention as to whether the American distiller and businessman
was able to put his feet behind his ears and lick his nipples. As a rather stout man,
it is most likely that he could not. But it is just possible that he could indeed perform
this party piece, but swore anyone who witnessed it to secrecy. We may never
know, and consequently must once again award a median score.

DISTILLER Jack was the youngest of 10 children born to
Calaway and Lucinda Daniels, and as such would have had plenty
of playmates when he was growing up. It is almost certain that
one of his siblings would have been in possession of an ‘Ali Bongo
Junior Magic Set’ and would have performed simple tricks to
amuse their youngest brother, one of which would have been the
cup and balls trick. But from that fact we move into the realm
of speculation, as it is impossible to say whether or not young
Jack ever had a go at performing the trick himself.

WITH over 150 million bottles of whiskey bearing his name sold each
year, you might expect this to be a top scoring round for the Tennessee
born businessman. But you’d be wrong. That’s because, whilst each
bottle clearly says ‘Jack Daniel’s’ on the label, that is a misspelling, as
the man himself was actually christened Jack Daniel, without the final
‘’s’. It’s a case of close, but no cigar, as this slip-up costs him a
potentially vital point.

EVERY time anyone picks up one of the 150 million bottles of Jack Daniels Straight
Bourbon sold each year, they’ll see the words “Old Time Old Number 7 Brand” printed
proudly on the label. And with 40 single shots in a litre bottle, this means Jack’s tagline
is picked up and read around 6 billion times each year - that’s impressive exposure
for a catchphrase in anyone’s books. However, these words are technically a
slogan rather than a catchphrase, so count for nothing in this round.

H
E MIGHT be the distiller of America’s number 1
oak cask matured bourbon, but the Tennessee

booze magnate came bottom of the barrel in this
contest. A middling performance eventually saw
Jack Daniels on the rocks.

IT’S NO surprise that ‘Stormy Daniels’ is not
the adult actress’s real name. In fact, she was born
plain ‘Stephanie Clifford’ in Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
in 1979. She acquired her slightly more exotic porn
industry monicker the traditional way, by combining the
Christian name of her first pet - Stormy the gerbil - with the
maiden name of her mother - dental receptionist Roxxxy Sugarpussy Daniels.

TO SEE the glamorous movie actress on TV, with her flowing blonde locks
cascading over her shoulders, you might assume that she would be scoring

zero in a round based on baldness. However, anyone who has
seen one of her hardcore performances in films such as Sex Door

Neighbour, Dripping Wet Sex or Finally Legal 7 will attest that, like
all today’s porn stars, “down there”, Stormy is as bald as a billiard

ball. So it’s half marks in this round for the collar-but-no-cuffs beauty.

THE MUCH-in-demand pornographic actress makes no bones about the fact that
she can put her feet behind her ears and lick her own nipples. Indeed, by the boastful
way she brings the subject up in interviews, and the number of times she insists on
doing it in her films, you might almost believe that she is proud of this ability. But
whether you look upon it as an enviable skill or a cause for shame, it ticks
all the boxes to get Stormy full marks in this round.

LIKE HER namesake Paul, Stormy opens up her own Bunco Booth in every film she
appears in, and she also performs an impressive variety of tricks with balls. But this is

where the similarity ends as, unlike Paul, Ms Daniels makes
no attempt to fool anyone about how she does it and we
see exactly how everything is done - in extreme close up.
However, after watching all 171 of her films performances,
and then watching them all again in order to check,
at no point do we recall her performing a trick using
cups, except the ones off her bra.

WALK into The Brighton bar in Washington D.C. and ask
for a ‘Stormy Daniels’, and you’ll be given a delicious, cool
beverage consisting of whiskey and ginger beer, which is
described by its inventor as a ‘real dirty cocktail’. The drink
was named after the actress in recognition of her services
to the film industry and her moving performances in movies
such as Pussy Sweat, When the Boyz are Away the Girlz Will Play
and Toxxxic Cumloads 6.

ANYONE who has watched one of Stormy’s films will recall her famous catchphrase
“Fuck me! Fuck me! Oh, fuck! Oh, fuck! Oh, fuck, yes! That’s it! Yes! Yes! Fuck me!
Oh, fuck, yes!” which she repeats endlessly while on camera. The adult star’s
snappy one-liner has found its way onto T-shirts, mugs, drinks coasters,
lunchboxes, baseball hats and many other items of merchandise. And it’s
this omnipresence that sees Stormy take top marks in this round.

O
H GOD, she’s coming… first! Stormy’s
hardcore army of short-sighted fans will be

pumping their fists in celebration tonightas their
favourite star is crowned top of the popshots in
this three-way duel of the Danielses.
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PERFORMING TRICKS WITH CUPS AND BALLS

UND 5: NAMESAKE DRINKS

HOW DID THEY DO?
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ROUND 6: CATCHPHRASES
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M
any tears have
been shedded in
my house in the

last month, but none
more so have been
shedded than have been
for the death of Sir Ken
Dodd. And even none
morer so for the death
of Professor Stephen
Hawkings.

For these two men were giants in
their respective fields.

Fields of comedy and fields of
something to do with science.

And although these two fields were
miles apart, they were in fact closer
together than we can ever know.

Because comedy is a science, and
what is science but an attempt to
explain the comedy of life?

Both men left behind them
a legacy, committing their
thoughts and ideas to print so that
generations yet unborn could have
the benefit of their genius.

Hawkings’s A Brief History of
Time re-wrote the world of science
that hadn’t been re-wrote since
Isaac Newton discovered gravity in
Victorian times, while Ken Dodd’s
1977 book Ken Dodd’s Butty Book is
no less of a seminal work, containing
as it does many sandwich recipes.

According to Hawkings, we inhabit
just one out of an infinite number of
parallel universes.

In one such universe, the Professor
himself stood on the stage in a
long overcoat and tall hat, waving
his tickling stick while regaling his
audience with his latest theories
about space, time and the Big Bang.

In that same universe, Ken Dodd
sat slumped in a wheelchair as his
electronically synthesized voice spun
fanciful tales about Diddy Men, jam
butty mines and the broken biscuit
factories of Knotty Ash.

And in that other universe, far, far
away on the other side of the galaxy,
I have already knocked out my 500
words, emailed it off to the features
editor of the Sun and been paid.

Tragically, however, it is this universe
that we inhabit, and I still have 202
words to go. 194 words to go now.

These two Titans of the age, so
similar in so many ways, were equally
different in many other ways too.

Doddy could sing with the voice
of an angel, selling more records
than the Beatles with songs such as
Love is Like a Violin, Happiness, and
Tears for Souvenirs. Cruelly robbed
of the power of speech by the (subs
check name of disease) that ravished
him for half a century, Professor
Hawkings talked like an old sat-nav.

We may never know whether, if
he hadn’t of been cruelly robbed of
the power of speech by the (xxxx)
that ravished him for half a century,
Professor Hawkings would of been
just as successful in the pop charts
as what Ken Dodd was.

And whilst Professor Hawkings’s
knowledge of atoms and space and
chemicals knew no bounds, Dodd

knew nothing of science. But had he
not spent his schooldays clowning
around during his science lessons,
perhaps he too could of unlocked
the mysteries of the universe.
Tragically, now that he has passed,
we may never know that neither.

But in amongst the tears of
sadness that we shed for these two
great there thats 500 inv enc TP

I was discomknockerated

at Doddy’s death. And Hawkings’s

death left a black hole in my heart

However Lawrenson,
who goes by the nickname
‘Lawro’, sparked confusion at
BBC headquarters this week
when, instead of predicting
the weekend’s scorelines, he
prophesied the end of the world!

BBC Sport intern Delwin
Arbuckle told reporters:
“

Huddersfield, his eyes clouded
over, and he spoke with a deep,
booming timbre that was very
different to his usual watery
Scouse whine.”

“’ ’

Arbuckle revealed he was
slightly taken aback by the ex-
Liverpool man’s forecast.

“He usually just rattles through
the scorelines for the forthcoming
Premier League games robotically
and then nips off for a shit,” he
said. “But I jotted down what he
had told me nevertheless.”

“I figured Lawro had just had
a late one last night,” Arbuckle
continued. “So I moved on and
asked what he reckoned to
Burnley v Leicester for the late
kick-off. But he just kept staring

M
ARK LAWRENSON’s Premier
League predictions have long been
a weekend highlight for footy fans,

allowing Match of the Day viewers to flex
their punditry chops against the sharp-
shirted soccer authority’s expertise.

blackened sky; I see
aeons upon aeons of
ceaseless night. Repent,
O ye sinners, repent, for
the end is coming’.”

Arbuckle promptly
posted Lawrenson’s
predictions on the Match
of the Day website,
sparking chaos and
panic-buying of tinned
goods, bread and toilet
paper up and down the
country.

Both the BBC and
have

pologies for the
tburst, with the
claiming it must
mething he ate.
medium DEREK

ves there could

ed Most Haunted
ers: “As the 21st
st high profile
Lawro was most
d as a corporeal
el the visions of

long-deceased mystics such
as Mother Shipton, Emmanuel
Swedenborg or Ali Bongo.”

This is not the first time a
BBC broadcaster has publicly
predicted Armageddon. In
2014, weatherman Tomasz
Schafernaker warned viewers
of “angelic trumpeters sweeping
in over the North East, and a
lamb with seven eyes and seven
horns to follow as we move
through towards the middle of
the weekend.”

Footy fave Lawro
predicts global
apocalypse

Lawro-stradamus: Pundit’s predictions
caused panic amongst footy fans.

EXCLUSIVE!

HE THINKS IT’S ALL OVER

antichrist

anarchist

island

s cat
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WOLFGANG Amadeus Haystacks was born in Salzburg, Austria, in 1760.
His father Franz-Josef put bread on the family table as a jobbing wrestler,
scraping a meagre living on the Viennese heavyweight tag circuit. From
his earliest infancy, young Wolfgang watched fascinated from the side of
the ring as his father grappled with his opponents.

HAYSTACKS first showed his precocious wrestling talent well before his
fourth birthday. While playing in the nursery, the infant Wolfgang sud-
denly got his father in a three-quarter Nelson choke. Before Franz-Josef
could extricate himself from the hold, his son whipped him over his shoul-
der and smashed him vertically into the floor with a brainbuster.

WORD OF the toddler’s prodigious wrestling virtuosity soon got about.
The family embarked on a tour, performing exhibition bouts at swimming
baths and leisure centres across Europe. Crowds flocked from far and
wide to see the amazing ‘Salzburg Wrestling Wunderkind’, and it wasn’t
long before Wolfgang was earning much more money than his father.

NEWS OF the young genius and his miraculous grappling ability soon
reached the ear of the Austrian Emperor, Leopold II. Wolfgang was sum-
moned to the Royal Palace in Vienna where, in front of the Emperor and
assorted dignitaries, he defeated the court wrestler Tony ‘Banger’ Salieri
by two falls and a submission. His reputation was made.

AS HE grew up, Wolfgang’s career went from strength. He won fights
wherever he went, amassing titles, honours and prize money. At the
height of his success, Haystacks took the Austrian Joint Promotions
Heavyweight belt, beating the reigning champion Max ‘King Kong’ Müller
in an eight-round thriller at Altmunster Town Hall.

HOWEVER, his success came at a price. Haystacks frittered away the
riches it had brought on high living, and by his mid-thirties he was bloated
and punch-drunk, reduced to taking on all-comers in a fairground side-
show. As years of grappling in the ring finally took their toll on his battered
body, he was no longer able to fight and fell into penury.

WOLFGANG died penniless on his 38th birthday, and was buried in an un-
marked pauper’s grave. It was a tragic end to a life that began with such
promise, but his story has nevertheless inspired many modern day grap-
plers. Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson, Adrian Street and Kendo Nagasaki all
cite Wolfgang Amadeus Haystacks as the greatest wrestler who ever lived.

NEXT WEEK: Ludwig Van McManus

The lives of
the GREAT
WRESTLERS

LEARN ME ALL ABOUT IT

No.26:WolfgangHaystacks
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Bubba Beauregard and his son Bobby-Joe
are West Tennessee’s hillbilly Kings of
Manure. They spend every day scouring
Lemon County on the lookout for piles
of stinking shit to buy up and turn into a
sweet-smelling profit. They are…

Monday morning at company headquarters,
and office manageress Velma-Mae gets a call.

What’s that? You got two
tons of cow manure?

I’ll get the boys over there
right away to take a look.

Bubba, Bobby-Joe.
I got a lead for y’all…

There’s a big load of droppings to price up
at the Bar-B-Q ranch off Interstate 26.

OFFICE MANAGERESS

In this business, y’all have got to
be quick off the mark. As soon
as a call comes in, Bubba and

Bobby-Joe gotta get to it before the
competition gets a sniff.

Ten minutes later and the boys turn up
at Bar-B-Q Ranch, where veteran cow-
herder Pervis Genepool has something to
show them…

Heard y’all got
some manure.

Sure do, it’s just
over here…

There she is. Whaddya’ll think?

There must be two tons of prime
steer plops there. We can sell that on
for a healthy profit if Pa can get it for

a good price.

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

But this guy knows he’s sitting on
paydirt. It’s a buyer’s market, and

I’ll have to pitch my offer just right to
seal the deal.

I’m gonna make y’all an offer. I’ll give
you a hundred fifty bucks, and me and

Bobby-Joe’ll take it away today.

COMINGUPNEXTON

REDNECKSHITSALV
AGE!...

Pa! Look out
for that pothole!

CLUNK!
Oh BLEEEP! The BLEEEP!
BLEEEP! axle’s snapped.

BLEEEP!

Morning Terry. I
see the price of

funerals has gone
up again.

Isn’t
that a bit
morbid?

That doesn’t worry
me, Frank. I’ve
taken out a pre-

payment plan with
Funeral Life.

VELMA-MAE

BEAUREGARD

BOBBY-JOE BEAUREGARD BUBBA BEAUREGARD

CEO

Hello? Beauregard Shit Salvage...
How may I help y’all?

Copy that, Velma-Mae. We’re on our way

Do we got
a deal?

Not at all. It’s great knowing
that the only thing I’ll leave

behind for my loved ones is
happy memories, not a big

bill for my funeral.

Redneck Shit

Salvage
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You can wash mine next!

Ho! Ho! Ho!
Cheeky cunt!

That does
sound good.

Perhaps I’ll take
one out myself!

The Beauregards are Tennessee’s Dukes
of Dung, and they’re following a tip-off
about a heap of ordure that could see them
pocket a pile of cash…

…but first, Bubba’s got to strike the
toughest bargain of his life!

Mister… y’all got yourself a deal.

Alright!
Yee-haw!

When he said yes, I was as
happy as a possum with two

tails. There’s a mushroom farm
in Bayou County will pay us top
dollar for this load of foulage.

Hi Ma. Could y’all call the DuBois mushroom
farm and tell ‘em me and Pa’s got two ton of

prime beefstock stools for a good price.

Sure thing,
Bobby-Joe.

Everything looks like it’s coming up
smelling of roses, but disaster strikes
as Bubba and Bobby-Joe hit the West
Tennessee backroads… Oh BLEEEP! The BLEEEP!

BLEEEP! axle’s snapped.

BLEEEP!
BLEEEEEEP!

With the nearest truck repair shop over
200 miles away in Wisconsin, a broken
axle is the last thing that Bubba and
Bobby-Joe need…

If that axle’s
bust, we’ll have

to call a tow
truck.

And they sure ain’t gonna
want us on the back if

we’re hauling two tons of
ripe cow bobs… We’d

have to dump ‘em.

Everything depends on the results
of Bubba’s examination of the
underside of his pick-up…

No, everything’s fine.
It ain’t broke.

Up next on Quest:
All NewOutbackPissHunters

Boys, I got
something to tell

y’all…

I just spoke with DuBois
mushroom farm… They just bought a wagon-load

from Lafayette Horseshit. Three
tons for a hundred bucks! A hundred-fifty for

the whole load.
Sorry boys. I ain’t payin’ a

cent over seventy-five.

…and they
ain’t buyin’!

What is it,
ma…?

Back on the road, the Redneck Shit
Salvagers start their 35-mile drive
to the DuBois mushroom farm.
But then Velma-Mae comes on the
radio, and she’s got bad news…

Next time on Redneck Shit Salvage, it’s take-it or
leave-it for Bubba and Bobby-Joe...

Pa! Look out
for that pothole!

CLUNK!

BUBBA BEAUREGARD

CEO

Plans start from less
than £5 a month, and

as long as you’re
between 50 and 80,
you’re guaranteed to

be accepted without a
medical, and you get
this free car sponge

just for applying.

I’ll give you a hundred fifty bucks,
and me and Bobby-Joe’ll take it
away today. Do we got a deal?

BLEEEP!
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Shortly…

FSSSSSSSSS… FSSSSSSSSS… FSSSSSSSSS… FSSSSSSSSS… FSSSSSSSSS… FSSSSSSSSS…

FSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS… FSSSSSSSSSSS…

M
!

Next day…

Aye. An’ hunners o’ waiters gaun
roond wi’ trays o’ vol-au-vents an’…

Ooh, let’s have a big circus tent, with an illuminated
disco floor and a tower of champagne glasses!...

Wur juist planning
a’ th’ details fur
oor weddin’, pa.

Whit’s a’ this shite?

Aye, wull, It’s
tradition, pa.

Aye. An’ ah bet yur planning
oan Prince Muggins ‘ere
payin’ fur th’ bugger an’ a’!

It’s gonna be the society
event of the century!

Let’s see whit
you’re wantin’…

A fleet o’ stretch Hummers
fur the hen nicht…. five
thoosand poonds?!...
A dress….ten thoosand?!
Shoes….three thoosand?!

…A cake…Four thoosand?!

Four thoosand?!
Fur a blu idy cake?!

That’s as mibbie, bit juist
mind wha you’re talkin’ tae.
I’m th’ foonder o’ Duchy
Originals, sonny Jim. Ah ken
everything thare is tae ken
aboot overpriced cakes!

Four thoosand poonds ma
bahookie! I’ll make thae
cake ma’sel’ for buttons!

Ye kin forgoat aboot this lemon
an’ elderfloo’er shite, son.

Richt. Howfur
hard kin this
be? Step one…
turn oan th’ gas.

Thare we go. This
bakin’s a piece o’ pish.

Let’s see…
whit’s next?

Step two…open th’ oven
door an’ light th’ gas.

Bugger. That’s me stumped.
I’ve ne’er opened a door fur
masel’ in a’ ma born days…

…Ah aye git
mah footman
tae dae it.

Ah think he does something wi’
this wee thingumajig sticking oot
th’ front, bit a don’t ken whit.

Let’s hae anither keek in th’
cook book, see if there’s
any instructions oan howfur
tae open th’ bluidy door.

Ah, shite. It’s juist mair recipes.
Ah’ll hae tae go an’ get a footman.

Och ye, git in ‘ere th’ noo! Ah’ve git a door
that needs opening, ye lazy wee bas!

Richt
awa’ sir.

It’s that wee yin
oan th’ cooker.

O’ coorse,
sur.

Thare ye go,
yer Ryle…

‘Ere. That’s fur ye. Cost me six poond fufty tae
mak’, an’ it’s a’ bit as braw as any four grand cake.

Aye! an’ this is fir ye, Charles.
It’s th’ builder’s bill fur th’ new
kitchen an’ a new bluidy footman!

Cr i v vens!

Ye glaikit jug-eared auld fud!

H a ! H a ! H a !

Ye cannae hae a
reception’ wi’oot
a cake, pa.

Och! Ye mist think mah
heid buttons up th’ back!





three-line puds. ‘I don’t
know who’s responsible, but
there’s a lot of cockage on
the downstairs bogs wall and
that’s the one you use, your
holiness, is all I’m saying.’

cocks and rubbers n. The
shameful extra-curricular
sexual exploits of amateur
sleuths attending weekend
murder mystery parties.

dearache n. medic.Achroni-
cally painful and uxorially
initiated infection that only
affects the air-illed space and
tiny vibrating bones behind the
left eardrum of family saloon-
driving husbands.

delivery room n. The RickWitt
er. Place where many a bum
baby irst sees the light of day.
‘Call the mudwife and get me
to the delivery room, dear. My
brown waters have broken.’

Devil’s pew n.Aheavily
befouled public bog seat that
is sat upon in a dire emergency
when needs must.

dickorations n. Festive bits
of metal knocked through
one’s cockshaft, bellend and
scrotbag. ‘Oh, Evan! What
delightful dickorations.’

drinkles n.Characterful lines
and crows’ feet on the face,
following an heroic lifetime of
knocking back top shelf booze
like it’s the end of the world.

dropped glockenspiel, teeth
like a sim. Descriptive of a
person who may beneit from
a course of corrective ortho-
dontistry. Also, variously,
teeth like a burnt picket
fence, pan of burnt chips,
crossword, or a mouth full of
sugarpuffs. English teeth.

ejacisfaction n. Themomentar-
ily blissful, tranquil feeling
experienced following one

shame are discharging liquid
much like a cheap pressed
steel char dispenser in a gar-
den centre café.Also dripping
like a fucked fridge; dripping
like a gravel lorry at the
lights; wetter than a turfer’s
knee; wetter than Whitney
Houston’s last spliff.

Miles Davis? exclam. inter-
rog. A chucklesome riposte
to a melodious trouser
cough. Voiced in the halting,
uncertain tone of a contest-
ant on University Challenge
who, after having being
played a brief burst of atonal
trumpet jazz, is asked to
identify its progenitor.

money goggles n.Notional opti-
cal aids that enable attractive
young pieces of crackling to
see past the aesthetic failings
of much older, physically
decrepit millionaires.

mussel soup n. Hairy clam
chowder that is served at the Y.

Newtown hottie n.Ayoung
woman who, in a larger con-
urbation, would be scarcely
worthy of a second glance, but
in a small mid-Wales market
town for instance, exhibits the
comparitive va-va-voom of
MarilynMonroe in a wet vest.

nipsy fodder n.A polite,
almost charming epithet for
arse-wipe.

nom de plums n. Fr. Polite
Gallic slang for bollocks.

palm sugar euph.A slightly
dirtier, monomanualist’s ver-
sion of eye candy.

pan o’noir n. Dark coloured
feeshus enjoyed after a night
on the red wine.

podiatrist 1. n.Aperson who
did something terrible in a
previous life, whose job is to

oger’s
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The latest Update
Britain’s Favourite on

of Filth and Pr

arse lag n.The annoying situ-
ation following a long haul
�ight whereby your Simon
Cowellmovements fail to
revert to their regular, accus-
tomed routine, and you have
to go for your daily dump just
before bedtime instead of irst
thing in the morning.

arsethetically pleasing adj.Of
a set ofmud laps, easy on the
eye. ‘Yes, the blonde one out
of Abba was always, to my
mind, particularly arsetheti-
cally pleasing. And his missus
wasn’t bad either.’

Baker Street irregulars 1.
n.Team of Cockney urchin
spies employed by Sherlock
Holmes. 2. n.Medical term for
temporary back body problems
suffered by a lady following a
last minute platform alteration
between Regent’s Park and
Marylebone.

blimpic games n.Annual mass
participation sporting event oc-
curring at the very start of each
new year, in which every big-
boned piabetic in the country
dons skin-tight lycra and takes
to the streets to get in shape.

bum custard n.The thick
yellow, school dinners-style
excreta that emerges from the
dot the morning after a heavy
night on the lash. Possibly also
has a bit of a skin on it.

bummous n. Paste-like,
savoury substance found
between the buffers after a
long plane journey, a drive
down the M6 in heavy traf-
ic on a hot day with no air
conditioning, or a shart.

cockage 1. n. Extra fee levied
upon women attending a show
featuring male strippers. 2.
n.Generative organs seen en
masse. 3. n.Obscene juvenile
grafiti featuring repeated

o’er the thumb. Just before the
self-loathing, crushing shame,
andwangst kicks in.

everlasting gobstopper 1. n.
Strange confection invented
by ictitious, health & safety-
averse chocolate magnate
WillyWonka. 2. n.Ten inches
of thick, choking cock.

exit stage centre exclam.
Phrase declaimed loudly
and theatrically in the style
of noted thesp Sir Donald
Sinden after one breaks wind
in front of an audience.

feed the prawns v.To take a shit.

for what we are about to
receive may the Lord make
us truly thankful, Amen
exclam. See also our survey
said; Alexa open a window;
listen to this, too good to
miss, da-da da-da da; ladies
and gentlemen, my next guest
needs no introduction.

gin buddies n.Any gang
of pissed-upmiddle class
women.

guffnor, the n. That member
of the household or work-
place who produces the most
carbon dibaxide and gener-
ally just stinks the place out.
‘Who’s the guffnor? I said,
who’s the fackin’guffnor?’

‘You are, Mr Rees Mogg.
You’re the guffnor.’

gutton n. The shirt button that
is subjected to the greatest
level of strain, usually the
third one up.

inquisitive sea lion n.A brown
owl lodged in the U-bend,
leaving its snub-nosed end
gently poking out curiously
above the water’s surface as
if taking a look around for
Sir DavidAttenborough or
sardines.

JJJ abbrev.When a lady stands
up, holds her belt loops and
walks on the spot to adjust her
cat laps in skintight jeans.
Jegging Jingle Jangle.

keen student of military his-
tory euph.Anazi.

kestrel GTX n. Neck oil that
smooths the progress of
Harold Ramps.

knock on wood euph.Awank.

liabetic n. Someone af�icted
with the bullshit bug.

M&S low fat sausage, as dry as
an sim.A fanny somoisture-
free that it feels like it’s lined
with ine grade emery paper.
Also as dry as amoth sand-
wich; as an old dog’s nose; as
a budgie’s tongue; drier than a
spinster’s Ginster’s.

MBE abbrev.Asudden, colos-
sal dump; aMassive Bowel
Evacuation. Not be confused
with the well known royal
honour, viz.Member of the
Most Excellent Order of the
British Empire, eg. Paula
RadcliffeMBE.

meet the villain of the evening
exclam. Said in a voice mim-
icking no-nonsense Life on
Mars/Ashes to Ashes copper
Gene Hunt prior to hopefully
getting one’s leg over.

metal teapot, dripping like a
sim.Of a friendly lady, to be
romantically enthused to the
point at which her parts of

SPOTTED in a bistro
in Bangor. Don’t think
I’ll bother with the
upgrade.

Niccy Smith,
South Shields

HOG’S ‘I’ SPY
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3 One consumed by penile rash
gets treated - for this? (6,9)

4 Bugger ring, producing sauce
(5)

5 Unnatural bulge in a lady’s
knickers shines out (6)

6 Huge bird with some massive
muff (3)

7 Bobby, primarily piss artist
eating starter of odious
insects (6,9)

8 One moving stealthily
through semen in jacksie (5)

12 One going down on a par-

£50 WINNER: Mark Starling, Suffolk.

Runners up mugs: Matt Southern,

Runcorn; Phil Gaskell, Liverpool;

Andy Youngs, Suffolk; Nicholas Walker,

Birmingham; Dr Jackson, W. Midlands.

profanisaurus@viz.co.uk

Send your entry to:

Craptic Crossword 275, Viz Comic,
PO Box 841, Whitley Bay, NE26 9EQ

The first lucky entrant out of the hat on MONDAY 7th MAY will win
a ROGER’S PROFANISAURUS CROSSWORD WINNER’S
TRAVEL MUG, a CHEQUE for £50.00 and a VIZ CHEAP PEN.
The next five, slightly less lucky entrants will win the mug and pen,
with the remaining luckless entrants winning nothing at all. But from
the next issue, anyone enclosing a large letter stamp with their entry
will receive a pen regardless. You don’t get that with the fucking Times.

Across

1 Clergyman bashed his bol-
locks during dance (6)

5/21 Extraordinary talent with
ultimate in large penis, to be
well-endowed (5,2,1,4)

9 Box flanges parted slightly (4)

10 Practice of scooping post-
coital jism out and splatting it
over one’s lover’s face, while
bombing around the outskirts
of Guinea-Bissau (3-7)

11 Lumpy spunk produced by
Lee with onanism (5-5)

13 Not very good plonking end
of todger in hat (4)

14 Five rugby union teams and
a basketball team after wife -
that’s serious! (7)

16 He had a funny half hour
with first of harpsichords and
an organ (7)

18 Tool in use, tool emptied
when jiggling about (7)

19 Cardinal gets to kiss Ameri-
can bigot (who probably
voted for Trump, the twat) (7)

21 See 5

23 Extremes of hand fisting,
pre-shit? (10)

25 Measure of spunk spattering
walls with broth (10)

27 French letter from Baude-
laire’s opening, throw up! (4)

28 In drunken debates, daugh-
ter’s gathered support for the
fuckers? (8)

29 Something tasty in knob - a
big one’s important? (6)

Down

2 Tool almost enough to enter-
tain Anus, I am on top (9)

Thanks to this issue’s contributors who are: Rex Watt, Rufus Hound, Shenkin Arsecandle, B Pitt, R Smith, H Cooper, ACC Hunt, D Glentworth, Clyde, N Lyon, P Gilbert, Spunky Dunk, Simon, J Dean, S Legg, C Nemrod, J Blackboard, B Carmichael, P Goldstein, J Smith,
Desulphdaz, N Hopwood, S Marshall, C Lee, D Whiston, NP McCafferty BSc. MBA, B Roberts, A Stanworth, M Baigent, Woof the Wolf, A Crampton, D Quick, Jim H, Richsquatch, C Loveman, Gebs, Mark, C Loveman & R Clark, H Brightman, T Briffa, L Gettins, I Hall,
B Gordon, D MacLeod, Timbo, P Bacanin, GE Leek, Simon B, T Oliver, M Thomas, S Brookes, B Rigsby, G Paton, R Nash, Pard, S Froggatt, R Ellor, Two Jackets, IC Smalley, J Newton, M Sanders, Raymacuk, Gillboy, Fat Alan and J Clarkson.
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liamentary leader, fast (5)

15 Geriatric taker of O2 (5)

17 Company officer cuts off lit-
tle bits of turd turning water
brown (4,5)

20 Reportedly, where sandwich
filling is the result of shagging
one’s sister? (6)

22 Duck, tail up, partially
exploded, a Vesuviarse? (5)

24 Moral code found in penile
thickness (5)

26 Little piss (3)

AST ISSUE’S

HAVE A NICE

CUPPA ANYWHERE

WITH THE FANTASTIC VIZ

CROSSWORD WINNER’S

TRAVEL MUG!

treat problems and diseases of
people’s feet. 2. n.One who
is employed to relieve excess
pressure in gentlemen’s pods.

pork stalk n. The veiny bang
stick, spam javelin, bacon
bazooka.

power trio n.A piss, a shit and
a wank. The perfect way to
start the day. Also schwiss.

pump and circumstance n.
The stirring, Last Night of the
Proms-style after-effects of a
really goodDonald. ’Nobody
does pump and circumstance
like us British, Beryl.’

pump the brakes v. To tighten
the vaginal muscles dur-
ing intercourse when, for a
variety of possible reasons,
the penis is no longer being
gripped with suficient force
to bring events to a satisfac-
tory conclusion. ‘Come on,
love, throw me a bone. Pump
the brakes a bit or something.
I’ve got to be up �rst thing.’

refreshingly outspoken euph.
Robustly opinionated in an
extremely right wing sort
of way. ‘I do like that Katie
Hopkins. She’s refreshingly
outspoken and not afraid to
tell it like it is.’

rind n. Profuse build-up of
hardened knob-cheese be-
neath a gentleman’s �veskin.
The dairy farmer’s hatband.

Rocky’s lug n.A not particu-
larly alluring poke hole.

quack scratch n.A bottom
burpwhich resonates at the
perfect pitch to abrade an
itchy nipsy.Aproper quack
scratch has a refreshing effect
similar to a good pull-through
with a bottle brush.

sexaggerate v. To lie about
the amount or quality of sex
you are having.

shitsworth 1. n. SI unit. The
quantity of toilet paper re-
quired for one sit-down visit to
the cludgy. 2. n. A particularly
odious enforcer of petty rules.

snorgasbord n. A illing buffet
consisting of food which can
effectively be preparedwhile in
the arms of Morpheus through
an excess of drink, eg. Chips.
‘I was just knocking meself up
a nice evening snorgasbord
when I set the house on �re.’

sperm �ag/cum �ag n. The
bedside towel on which a
fellow wipes his twig after
sex to save his curtains.

squelchy n.Awide on, slop
on, soggy moggy, squidge,
throb on, wetty, moistie, �zzy
knickers.

smelegant adj.Descriptive of

the sort of honk emanating
from the chuff of a stylish
or aristocratic person, such
as Beau Brummell, Simon
Sebag-Monteiore or Laurence
Llewelyn Bowen.

sorry for your loss 1. exclam.
A touching phrase that can
be proffered to a recently
bereaved person. 2. exclam.
An amusing comment to
make in the wake of a loudly
dropped gut.

that one takes a few listens
exclam. Connoisseurial
advice given to listeners after
emitting a sonically complex
toast to the Queen with an
unusual time signature. Also
it makes more sense in the
context of the whole album.

twat tickler n.AnRAF
pilot-type top lip adornment,
popular with Triumph Spitire
drivers and - more latterly -
Norwegian ski jumpers.

undercard, the n.A small
poo before the main event.
Also escort vehicle, gate-
keeper, black rod.

underkrakatoa n. Adeafen-
ing and catastrophic eruption
in the East Undies that rever-
berates around the globe.

wake up at the crap of dawn
euph.When you’re aroused
from your slumbers because
you need a shit and have to get
up or else you’ll end up rolling
around in your own ilth. See
also cock-a-doodle poo.

wealth distribution n. Of a
grumble actor, to apportion
shares of his money shot
equally onto the faces of
multiple needy recipients.

wrestler’s neck, stiffer than
a sim.Notably in�exible. See
also as stiff as a varnished eel;
a wanker’s sock; a bishop’s
dick; a signalman’s rag.

Yoda’s gran n.Afemale senior
citizen.

HOG’S ‘I’ SPY

FROM my friend the
King of Spain in Los
Angeles.

Huckleberry Clemens,
London
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The band’s supporters reacted with anger
and confusion at a Las Vegas concert,
when Edwards removed his iconic dread-
locked rubber fright mask to unveil the
steely frown and short-clipped grey hair
familiar to BBC viewers across the globe.

At a press conference held directly
after the gig, the 56-year-old Welshman
outlined the unorthodox circumstances
that had led to him spending two de-
cades fronting the depraved death met-
al group, whose hits include Pulse of
the Maggots and People = Shit.

bar

“It all started back in the late nine-
ties”, Edwards told reporters. “I was in
Des Moines, Iowa, to cover some story
or other for the Beeb, and I got chatting
to the Slipknot lads in a bar.”

“They were just starting out, playing
local gigs and that, and they told me
that their regular frontman Corey Taylor
was unable to perform that night as he
had a dicky tummy,” said Edwards.

“They asked if I fancied stepping in,

and since I’ve always enjoyed a spot of
karaoke, I thought, ‘Why not?’.”

Edwards admitted having reserva-
tions when the band informed him that
he would have to don a latex gimp mask
and orange boiler suit, and would be ex-
pected to huff from a jar containing a
decomposing crow in order to projectile
vomit onto the audience.

“Needless to say, it was a little dif-
ferent to my usual evening routine of
reading out headlines in a monotonous
voice,” he quipped. “But I told myself,
‘Come on, Huw, you only live once.’
And in the end, once I got up on stage I
had an absolute blast.”

The Glamorgan-born anchorman
went on to explain how he deputised for
Taylor on a regular basis over the next
two decades, donning the rubber mask
whenever the singer was feeling poorly
or had a family function.

“I enjoyed it more and more as the
years flew by,” Edwards said. “Although
I must admit it was sometimes difficult
to keep the whole thing a secret. I’d of-
ten have to be at soundcheck straight
after doing the news, so I’d end up
wearing the boiler suit under my shirt
and tie, and storing my dead crow jar in
the Beeb’s shared fridge.”

rover
Edwards told journalists he felt the

time was now finally right to come
clean about his surprising second ca-
reer, as he would be stepping down as
Slipknot vocalist with immediate effect.

“It’s been a laugh, but I’m pushing
sixty,” he said. “There’s only so long
you can go on tunelessly screaming
about Satan while soiling yourself in
front of thousands of onlookers. I want
to spend more time with friends and
family, so I’ve decided now is the right
moment to pass the Slipknot baton on
to someone a bit younger.”

The veteran anchorman conclud-
ed the conference by revealing he had
asked around the BBC newsroom to see
if any other presenters were interested in
taking his place in the grindcore group.

Knot knot, Huw’s there!:
Slipknot and (inset) regular
vocalist Huw Edwards.

“Amol Rajan said he might be up for
it, if he could fit it in round his report-
ing duties, doing the Media Show on
Wednesdays on Radio 4 and occasion-
ally sitting in for Simon Mayo on Radio
2,” Edwards confirmed. “So I’ve passed
his email onto the lads.”

F
ANS of horror metal and televised current affairs
were reeling yesterday after the masked frontman
of US heavy rockers SLIPKNOT was revealed to

be none other than BBC newscaster HUW EDWARDS.

EXCLUSIVE!

attacks

supermarine

triumph

SLIP-KNOT THE NINE

O’CLOCK NEWS Beeb fave Huw
unmasked as
metal vocalist
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American consul CYRUS
MCQUAID III told reporters that
the 91-year-old monarch broke cover
during the hot appetizer portion of a five-
course sit-down meal at Windsor Castle
yesterday.

“Her Majesty’s butt sneeze sounded
like a ’65 Ford Mustang with a busted
tailpipe,” McQuaid told the International
Herald Tribune. “I said to her: ‘Your
Majesty, I’ll name that tune in one.”

“The hum off that guff just about made
my nose hairs curl,” said McQuaid. “It
was like pea soup that had been left on the
stove top for about two and a half weeks,
and I ain’t even joshin’,” he added.

Other guests were quick to take issue
with the American plenipotentiary’s
characterisation of the royal dinner table
Exchange & Mart, variously describing
its smell as like a dead badger whose
innards had been exposed to the hot
afternoon sun, a laundry hamper filled
with nothing but John McCririck’s used
jockstraps and a dog’s tongue.

British businessman Sir Lawrence
Caviar-Bone, who was also present at the
meal, acknowledged that her Majesty did
indeed strike up the colliery band.

“We all heard the Queen step on a duck
and it wasn’t half minging,” he told The
Times. “But the stench was more like a
soiled nappy mixed with Camembert.”

“And it was a wet one,” added Sir
Lawrence anonymously. “Her majesty
definitely dropped a bit of shopping in
there.”

Meanwhile etiquette experts criticised
McQuaid’s decision to make light of
the situation with a witty riposte. “One
should never address a jocular comment
to a member of the nobility following an
arse bark,” said Ingrid Pointless, Good
Manners editor of Debrett’s Peerage.
“The correct response is to change the
subject while discreetly wafting one’s
hand under the nose to disperse the
tripey ronk.”

Unfor tunately, it is feared that
McQuaid’s actions may have soured
the already delicately poised state of
transatlantic diplomatic relations.

Prime Minister THERESA MAY is
understood to have sent an urgent letter to

President Trump, requesting clarification
on the matter, saying, in part, that the
British Sovereign’s anal announcements
are not a matter on which US citizens,
even those with diplomatic immunity,
should make public comment.

Downing Street is not expecting an
immediate reply from the Oval Office as
the communiqué is said to be in excess
of four paragraphs long with no pictures.

But it is feared that, if the notoriously
thin-skinned POTUS does eventually read
the strongly worded letter, he may infer a
veiled insult, as he is especially sensitive
to issues relating to English flatulence
after being made aware that his surname
means ‘fart’ in Great Britain.

This is not the first international
incident Mr McQuaid has precipitated.
Franco-American relations were
strained only last month when, as part
of a trade delegation in Paris, the US
emissary pointed out a dark pee spot on
President EMMANUEL MACRON’S

tan slacks after the French premier
visited the toilet, commenting: “Wet
penny in your pocket, eh Manny?”

UK & US in diplomatic stink

A
N international row has broken out between Great Britain and the
United States after a high-level US diplomat accused the Queen of

audibly passing wind during a formal banquet. Queen: Guff.

QUEEN BEE-FY EGGO

issue

brother

mac

john holmes
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BRITAIN’S JUICIEST GRAPE FORUM,
HOSTED BY FAMOUS FILM ACTOR TIM ROTH

� WHOEVER was in
charge of naming

the different types of grape
did a pretty shocking job,
if you ask me. So-called
‘white’ grapes are actually
pale green, so-called ‘red’
grapes are typically purple,
and so-called ‘black’ grapes
are actually dark blue.
Perhaps whoever was in
charge of naming oranges
‘oranges’ could supervise
this initiative, as he or she
seems to have their head
screwed on correctly.
Chester Benelux, Scholes

� I FANCIED making
a spotted dick the

other day so I asked my
husband Brian to nip out
and get me some currants.
Imagine my surprise
when he returned with
several flows of electric
charge carried by ions in
an electrolyte. My spotted
dick turned out to be
inedible as it was full of
magnetic fields and had a
potential difference of 300
volts across it. He laughed
so hard at this simple
misunderstanding that
he had an accident in his
trousers. Needless to say, I
shan’t make the mistake of
asking Brian for help again!

Agnes Barrelscraper,
Stamford Brook

� WITH regard to the
many previous letters

about the naming of fruits,
it’s always struck me as
strange that a grapefruit is
called a grapefruit. Yes it’s
a fruit, but it’s absolutely
nothing like a grape. It’s
about a hundred times
bigger for a start, and bright
orange.
Ethel Acetate, Sunderland

� I HAVEN’T drunk
foreign wines since

I discovered that the
winemakers tread the grapes
in their bare feet. I bet the dirty
pigs don’t even bother getting
out of the barrel when they
need a wee. I know I wouldn’t.

Tollerton Ponds, Luton

� WHEN I was nine years
old, I ate sixteen packets

of raisins for breakfast and
th n shat myself in school
assembly. Ever since this
mortifying event occurred, I’ve

een looking forward to the
sweet embrace of death so
I can forget all about it.

Emilio Bad-Chests,
Haslingden

� I WAS very
disappointed when

they invented seedless
grapes, as the seeds were
always my favourite bits off
a grape. I used to eat the
pips and then spit out the
juicy flesh that everyone
else likes. The bitter,
astringent taste combined
with the unpleasant woody
texture was always a proper
treat.

M Contrary,Tipperary

� MY father was a
greengrocer during the

war, and grapes were strictly
rationed as they had to come
in on the convoys. However,
he was a soft-hearted old
thing and he felt very sorry
for young mums trying to
feed their growing families
with the meagre amounts of
fruit available during those
difficult times. If a lady came
in for her weekly ration, he
would always slip in a few
extra grapes in return for
sexual favours such as a
hand job or fellatio.

Irene Sheldon, Louth

� WE have a large
grapevine growing on

a pergola in our garden, and
last week my husband told
me’d heard a mistle thrush
that was sitting on it, singing.
“You could say, I heard it on
the grapevine,” he quipped.
I had to laugh, and what
made it even funnier was
that my husband is Motown
singer Marvin Gaye.

Ada Gaye, Detroit

� MRS Gaye (above), if
that’s her real name,

must think we were born
yesterday if she expects us to
believe her anecdote. In the
first instance, mistle thrushes
are not native to the state
of Michigan, so it is highly
unlikely that one was singing
in her garden. Secondly, the
title of the song in question
is I Heard it “Through” – not
“on” – the Grapevine, which
Marvin Gaye would surely
have known. Thirdly, she
maintains that the episode
in question happened last
week, even
though Marvin
Gaye has
been dead
for 34 years
after his dad
shot him.
Mavis Bats,

Tooting

Hi. TIM ROTH here. You’ll know me as ‘Mr Orange’ from the

hit film Reservoir Dogs. But to be honest, I’d much rather

of been ‘Mr Purple’, because that’s the colour of my all-

time favourite fruit... grapes! Or ‘Mr Green’, I suppose,

because some grapes are green. Yes, believe it or not, I’m

pathologically obsessed with these juicy little non-climacteric

berries. And judging by the size of this week’s Grapes of Roth

postbag, you lot are fairly keen on them, too. So, what are we

waiting for? Let’ s start ‘raisin’ the curtain on a selection

of the ‘grape’ letters I’ve received this week.

GRAPES OF

THE

LADIES. A raisin glued
to the side of your mouth
with a dab of honey
makes for an ideal Cindy
Crawford-style ‘beauty
spot’. And it can be re-
moved quite easily at the
end of the night by simply
sliding your tongue
across for a tasty treat!

Ada Covetous, Hull

Top Grape Tips

CUT eleven grapes
in half and stick an
00-gauge toy soldier into
each gooey centre. Hey
presto: your very own
Army Subbuteo team!

M Lawrenson,
Merseyside

Top Grape Tips

Yours grape-obsessedly,
Tim xx

� AS a child, I would
regularly confuse

raisins, currants and
sultanas in social situations.
This infuriated my father to
such an extent that he created
this rather clever poem to help
me remember which is which.

Raisins are dried white
Moscatel grapes,

They’re squashy and come
in all sizes and shapes,

Sultanas are golden and
plump as can be,

You put them in cakes that
you bake for your tea,

Currants are black; from
the Corinth grape strain,
Now don’t fucking mix

them up ever again!

He still forces me to recite it
at gunpoint ten times a day.
SebastianCarstairs,Chiswick

� WITH regard to Mr
Carstairs’ letter/poem

(above), I’ve always found it
incredibly unfair that grapes
are permitted THREE
different words for their dried
incarnation, whilst other
fruits don’t even get a single
one. Sun-dried tomatoes, for
instance, are simply referred
to as ‘sun-dried tomatoes’,
rather than having their own
specially invented title. I
think grapes should share
the wealth a bit and donate
two of their dried incarnation
monikers to other fruits who
have been less fortunate
than they in the dried
incarnation naming stakes.
Selwin Digfeather,Moseley

AN EXTREMELY over-
ripe grape makes an
ideal water balloon for a
mischievous hamster.
Del Gripplecheek, Surrey

Top Grape Tips

� I AM a vintner, and
with summertime fast

approaching, I wanted to
pray for my grape yield to
be successful. However,
when I went online to find
out which particular God
I should be praying to, I
discovered that Dionysus
– the God of the grape
harvest – is also the God
of several other things,
including ritual madness,
fertility, theatre and religious
ecstasy. With such a large
and diverse portfolio, I’m
now unsure as to whether
Dionysus will have either
the time or the expertise to
ensure my grape harvest
is sufficiently bountiful.
I mean, I’ve heard of
multitasking, but this just
beggars belief.
Murray Cravencock, Devon

� IN REFERENCE to
Mr Cravencock’s letter

(above), I wonder if he has
considered praying to a
Catholic saint, rather than
an Ancient Greek deity? I’ve
heard good things about St
Vincent of Saragossa – the
Catholic patron saint of wine-
making – who apparently
specialises exclusively in
grape-specific prayers, and
has no interest – either
professional or personal
– in ritual madness, theatre,
fertility or any other non-
grape-based activity.

P Francis,Vatican City

SAVE money on expen-
sive grapes by simply
buying some raisins and
injecting each one with
a small amount of water.
DennisAtaraxia,Warwick

Top Grape Tips
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Dear Alain de,
I RARELY eat raisins as I think they taste fucking awful. How-
ever, according to Buddhist philosophy, suffering gives our
life meaning. So, perhaps I should be consuming raisins on
a regular basis in order to give my existence some vague
sense of purpose?

Nigel Want-Brass, Cambridge

Alain de says: “It’s a nice idea, Nigel, but no. The Buddha
certainly taught that all life is suffering, but he also taught that
suffering can be eliminated by extinguishing selfish craving
and personal desire. As such, your selfish craving to eat raisins
as a means of imbuing your pitiful existence with meaning
will only lead to more suffering. I would suggest that your true
path to enlightenment lies in meditation and the doing of good
deeds, rather than constantly obsessing over whether or not
you should be eating raisins.”

Do YOU have a question about the general fundamental problems
concerning existence, value and reason that is also in some way

connected to raisins? Why not write in to: ‘Alain de Botton’s Raisin
D’ Etre’ c/o Viz Comic, PO Box 841, Whitley Bay, NE26 9EQ

Kids say the funniest
things...about grapes!
“NANA, those grapes look a bit dry,” my 3-year-old grandson said to
me last week. I had to chuckle – he was pointing at some raisins!

Agnes Mousepractice, Hulme

“NANA, those raisins look a bit moist and tumescent,” my 3-year-old
grandson said to me last week. I had to chuckle – he was pointing at
some grapes!

Agnes Mousepractice, Hulme

“NANA, those grapes look a bit crushed, blended with yeast and then
fermented over a period of several weeks before being siphoned peri-
odically off the resulting sediment,” my 3-year-old grandson said to me
last week. I had to chuckle – he was pointing at some wine!

Agnes Mousepractice, Hulme

Has a kid said the funniest thing to YOU about grapes? Write
in and tell us about it. Each letter we print wins a lifetime’s
supply of grapes for you and the kid that said the funniest
thing to you about grapes.

� IN ONE scene during the

1963masterpieceCleopatra,

the Egyptian queen – played

by ELIZABETH TAYLOR

– is being fed grapes by a

lowly slave. The film is set in

48 BC, yet each grape clearly

has a digital watch wrapped

around it.

� IN THE popular wine-themed

comedy Sideways, we see two

friends (PAUL GIAMATTI and

THOMAS HADEN CHURCH)

strolling happily through a sun-

kissed vineyard. The film is set

in 2004, more than three decades

after the invention of the digital

watch, and yet neither actor is wearing

– or evens mentions – a digital watch.

More silver screen grape fuck-ups

next time, Vitis vinifera fans! Mark x

GRAPE BLOOPERS

Mark Commode
Big screen grape gaffes with grape-

bonkers cinephile,

� IN THE 1940BUSTER KEATON filmNothing But

Pleasure, the iconic silent comedian disastrously

attempts to make a romantic meal for his spouse.

His ingredients include a string of onions, a live

cat and a whole bunch of grapes, including the

stems. The film is set three decades before the

invention of electronic time-keeping technology, yet

Keaton can clearly be seen wearing a digital watch as

he adds the grapes to the saucepan.

� IN THE 1995 romantic drama A Walk In

The Clouds, KEANU REEVES’S character

joins a family of Mexican vintners in a

traditional raucous ‘grape stomp’ . The film

is set just after the Second World War, yet

we can clearly see Reeves and his co-stars

are all wearing digital watches, stomping

on a huge pile of digital watches, and

chanting thewords ‘Digitalwatch’

over and over again.

MY NEIGHBOUR has a large grapevine in his greenhouse that
produces bunches and bunches of succulent grapes every year,
whilst I have to pay through the nose for mine at the supermar-
ket. It simply isn’t fair. Unfortunately, the vine doesn’t block my
light or overhang my property and its roots aren’t affecting the
drains. Are there any legal grounds upon which I could compel
him to cut this vine down, so that the smug bastard has to pay
for his grapes like the rest of us do?

Nigel X., Surrey

Indeed there is. Living without stress, strain or anguish is a
fundamental human right, and your neighbour’s grapevine is clearly
causing you great mental distress. Go to your doctor and get him to
sign a note to the effect that you are suffering anxiety and depression
as a result of your neighbour’s overly bountiful grapevine. Lay it on
thick, saying that you are now harbouring suicidal feelings because
of it. Then, use the note to apply for a court order compelling him
to cut his vine down and dispose of it. If he comes round to try and
reason with you, shout that if he touches you, you will treat it as an
assault. Then get a restraining order to prevent him coming within
20 yards of your front door so that you can have him arrested next
time he comes home from work.

Do YOU have a grape-related legal query? Write to: Quercus
Patraea QC, Viz Chambers, PO Box 1PT, Whitley Bay NE26 9EQ,
enclosing 600 guineas plus disbursements.

YOUR metaphysical
dried grape queries answered

by raisin-lovin’ telly philosopher
ALAIN DE BOTTON

Raisin d’ Etre

with Grape Barrister Quercus Petraea Q.C.
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THE LAW

AND YOU








